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Abstract 

This thesis adds to the literature on stepping-up which is a defining feature of the proposed 

stepped care model for delivering psychological therapies in primary care. A literature 

review synthesises primary studies which investigate potential predictors of outcome 

following Low Intensity Psychological Interventions (LIPI) for people with anxiety and/or 

depression. It is concluded that the limited literature is methodologically weak and that data 

collected in routine clinical practice is required to investigate this area further. 

The research report explores stepping-up from LIPI to CBT within the UK pilot site for the 

stepped care model. Using routinely collected data from this site, Study 1 found that people 

who were stepped-up did not differ significantly in assessment characteristics or their 

outcomes compared to those who received only LIPI or CBT. Also, stepping-up cannot be 

predicted from the assessment variables currently collected by this service. In Study 2 

eleven people who had been stepped-up were interviewed about their service experience. 

Using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis five super-ordinate themes emerged along 

with a common process of making sense of the experience of stepping-up. Together these 

studies suggest that stepping-up can produce acceptable outcomes and the experience of 

stepping-up is affected by other aspects of the service. Further research is required to 

explore the outcomes and experiences of service users in relation to the different reasons 

for stepping-up which emerged in these studies. It is also suggested that the therapeutic 

alliance may be an important factor to investigate in relation to LIPI and their outcomes. 
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Section 1: Literature Review 

Do Individual Characteristics Predict Outcome in Low 

Intensity Psychological Interventions for Adults with 

Anxiety and/or Depression? 



Abstract 

This literature review locates, appraises and synthesises primary studies which examine 

individual characteristics that predict outcome following a range of Low Intensity 

Psychological Interventions. This is pertinent to the current development of stepped care 

models of service delivery in primary care and to the development of Low Intensity 

Psychological Interventions. Twelve studies were included in the review. Overall, their 

quality meant that firm conclusions about common predictor variables could not be made. 

These methodological limitations are discussed along with synthesising the findings of the 

studies in relation to different categories of predictors. It is suggested that utilising data 

collected in routine clinical practice may yield more useful information about outcome 

predictors in the future. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Improving Access to Psychological Therapies and Stepped Care 

Since the publication of the National Service Framework (NSF) for Mental Health 

(Department of Health, 1999), Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) for 

those with mild to moderate common mental health problems, such as anxiety and 

depression, has been a theme in research, policy and service development. It is 

acknowledged that increasing access to therapy requires more than simply increasing the 

number of trained therapists (Lovell & Richards, 2000). The focus since the NSF has been 

on developing psychological interventions that range in intensity in terms of therapist time 

and level of training. Examples of Low Intensity Psychological Interventions (LIPI) 

include; guided self-help, bibliotherapy, case management and computerised self-help. The 

commitment to IAPT was confirmed in national guidance for anxiety and depression which 

recommended Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) administered through guided self- 

help, computerised CBT (CCBT) and standard one-to-one CBT (NICE, 2004a, 2004b). 

This guidance suggested a graduated approach to service delivery known now as "stepped 

care" (NICE, 2004a; 2004b). 

The principle of stepped care is that the least restrictive/lowest intensity treatment likely to 

result in a significant improvement is provided initially, with people being "stepped-up" to 

a more intensive treatment via a self correcting mechanism (Bower & Gilbody, 2005, p. 

11). In theory, such systems provide low intensity treatments to the majority of people with 

the more intensive specialist treatments reserved for those who do not benefit (Bower & 

Gilbody, 2005). 
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1.2 Aim and Rationale 

The aim of this literature review is to locate, synthesise and appraise the research evidence 

on individual characteristics that may predict the outcome of LIPI for anxiety and 

depression in adults. This is pertinent for a number of reasons. Firstly, this has been 

highlighted as a gap in the literature by a number of authors who feel it is important to be 

able to select people for LIPI on the basis of suitability (e. g. Papworth, 2006; Williams & 

Martinez, 2008). Secondly, in the proposed stepped care models of service delivery, the 

decision to step-up is based on a lack of symptom improvement with access to a LIPI 

(Bower & Gilbody, 2005). It is potentially economically and clinically valuable to identify 

those who are unlikely to benefit from lower steps so they can be offered quicker access to 

a higher step. 

Finally, identifying characteristics of those who do not improve significantly with LIPI 

could inform the development of these treatments to increase both their accessibility and 

effectiveness. Gulliford et al. (2002) argue that access to interventions goes far beyond 

availability and waiting times which are clearly driving forces in the development of LIPI. 

Access includes concepts such as patients' ability to utilise available services when they 

need them and these services being appropriate to their needs. LIPI have reported pooled 

effect sizes of 0.80 for guided self-help, 0.43 when studies of guided and non-guided self- 

help are combined (Gellatly, et al., 2007), and 0.65 for CCBT (NICE, 2006). This indicates 

that LIPI are effective for some but there are a significant proportion of people who do not 

benefit. It is unclear who these people are and why these interventions do not bring about 

change for them. It may be that, in Gulliford et al. 's (2002) terms, they are unable to fully 
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access the intervention in some way if this is the case then understanding who this group is 

may develop these interventions further. 

1.3 Predictors of Outcome in Traditional Therapy 

There is existing literature regarding predictors of outcome following traditional 

psychological therapies which is useful to consider in relation to this review. The most 

robust finding is that irrespective of therapeutic approach "common factors", such as the 

therapeutic alliance, extensively mediate treatment outcomes (Lambert & Ogles, 2004; 

Martin, Garske, & Davies, 2000; Wampold, 2001). In terms of client specific predictors of 

outcome, Asay and Lambert's review (2006) acknowledges methodological flaws in this 

area but suggests that consistent client predictors of therapy outcome are; baseline symptom 

severity, motivation, accepting personal responsibility, and coping styles (p. 43). Given that 

the majority of LIPI are based on CBT, specific predictors of outcome in traditional CBT 

are of interest. Hamilton and Dobson (2002) reviewed this literature and found that pre- 

treatment severity of depression was associated with outcome, those with chronic 

depression benefit from more intense therapy and being in a relationship predicted positive 

outcome. These authors suggest that the prediction literature is of poor quality and it is 

difficult to draw conclusions (Hamilton & Dobson, 2002). A similar review relating to 

anxiety disorders was not found. 

Other types of study have linked symptom severity and outcome. A meta-regression that 

examined CBT for depression, panic disorder and generalised anxiety disorder found that 

the heterogeneity in outcomes was accounted for by the severity of symptoms (Haby, 
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Donnelly, Corry, & Vos, 2006). Lambert et al. (2003) found pre-treatment symptom 

severity and early response to treatment to be the most effective predictors of outcome. 



2. Search Strategy 

2.1 Scopin Search 

Given the increased interest in stepped care over the last 10 years, it was hypothesized that 

systematic reviews, meta-regression and meta-analyses regarding LIPI for anxiety and 

depression may include information regarding individual predictors of outcome. A scoping 

search of the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and the NHS Centre for Reviews 

and Disseminations was conducted in March 2009. None of the 47 reviews and meta- 

analyses contained information pertinent to the current question despite the good 

methodological quality. They focused on explaining the heterogeneity in the effect sizes 

through study variables such as the amount of therapist contact and number of sessions. 

Although meta-analyses are useful in determining the effectiveness of interventions, they 

say little about how individual variables might influence outcome. Therefore, this review 

located primary studies concerning predictors of outcome in LIPI for anxiety and 

depression. 

For the purpose of this review, LIPI are defined as any psychological intervention where 

the onus is on the patient to read/do the majority of the intervention work. Sessions with 

professionals should be less than 50 minutes in duration and not exceed a total of 4 hours 

support. Given the paucity of research into outcome predictors in traditional psychological 

interventions it was predicted that few studies would be located. Therefore studies 

predicting the outcome of psychoeducational group interventions were also included. 

2.2 Databases and Search Terms 

The following databases were searched in April 2009; 
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9 Cochrane Library 

" NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 

" OVID (to search AMED (1985-), Ovid MEDLINER(R) In Progress & Other non- 

indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) (1950-), PsychINFO (1967-)) 

" Web of Knowledge (WOS with conference proceedings (1900-), MEDLINE (1950-), 

BIOSIS review (1985-), Journal citation reports (2004-2007)) 

The following terms were used in a search of the title, keywords and abstract fields; 

1. Predict* 

2. Prognosis 

3. Factor 

4. Associat* 

5. #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR#4 

6. Outcome 

7. "drop out" 

8. Attrition 

9. Improve* 

10. Effective* 

11. Benefit 

12. Success 

13. Fail* 

14. #6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR#12OR#13 

15. Depress* 

16. Dysthymi* 

17. Mood 
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18. Anxi* 

19. Panic 

20. Phobi* 

21. GAD 

22. Agoraphobi* 

23. #15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR#22 

24. "Self help" 

25. Bibliotherapy 

26. Psychoeducation 

27. CCBT 

28. (Computer* OR Internet OR web) AND (psycholog* OR psychotherap* OR 

therapy OR CBT) 

29. "Case management" 

30. "Condition management" 

31. "Care management" 

32. (brief OR "low intensity" OR "short term" OR "minimal") AND (psycholog* OR 

psychotherap* OR therap*) 

33. #24 OR#25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28 OR #29 OR #30 OR #31 OR#32 

34. #5 AND #14AND #23 AND #33 

35. "Stepped Care" AND #23. 

2.3 Study Selection 

Studies were selected based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria below. Where there was 

a query regarding the title, the abstract and then the full text of an article was retrieved in 
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order to assess whether studies met these criteria. The reference lists of included studies 

were searched to identify further studies of interest. The search was not limited by 

language. Authors of non-English articles were contacted and an English version was 

retrieved where possible. 

2.3.1 Inclusion Criteria 

The studies were included if they contained the following characteristics; 

" Adults (age 18-65), 

9 Depression and/or anxiety disorders, 

" Primary care population, 

" LIPI 

o Psychological component to intervention e. g. self-help manual, self- 

exposure. 

o Sessions that last less than 50 minutes 

o Total therapeutic input less than or equal to 4 hours 

o Group treatment where the input is less than 4 hours per person and the 

focus is on psychoeducation. 

2.3.2 Exclusion Criteria 

Studies were excluded if they contained the following characteristics; 

" Children and adolescents (<18), older people (>65), 

" Inpatient populations, 

" Studies where the main intervention is medication, 

" Interventions that target co-morbid mental health problems with people who have 

health conditions (e. g. depression in cancer patients), 

9 High intensity interventions, 
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o5 or more 50-60 minute sessions 

o total therapeutic input greater than 5 hours 

o group psychotherapy. 

2.4 Search Results 

Figure 1 illustrates the exclusion of studies from those retrieved. The search identified 12 

studies which are summarised in Table 1. Some of these studies involved high intensity 

interventions but are included as they also examine a LIPI condition. Four focused on 

people with depression, six on anxiety disorders and two on mixed anxiety and depression. 

All but one study used CBT based interventions with Hegal, Barrett, Cornell and Oxman 

(2002) investigating a problem solving treatment. Five studies investigated outcomes 

following a computerised intervention, four investigated a guided self-help manual, four 

investigated a non-guided self-help manual and four investigated a group treatment. 
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Figure 1: Flow Diagram of Study Inclusion and Exclusion 

Excluded due to non-English or 
non-retrievable 

N=5 

12 

TOTAL INCLUDED STUDIES 

N=12 
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3. Methodological Issues 

Steketee and Chambless (1992) highlight the common methodological weaknesses in the 

outcome prediction research for traditional therapy. The studies located for this review also 

demonstrate these flaws which will be highlighted prior to synthesising their findings. 

3.1 Study Design 

Many studies of outcome prediction utilise data collected as part of other studies. These are 

often efficacy trials of different treatments. Although maximising the utility of research 

data is admirable, this approach only allows the investigation of variables that were of 

interest to the outcome study and has implications for sample variation (see Section 3.2). It 

is therefore considered preferable that prediction studies are hypothesis driven (Clarkin & 

Levy, 2004; Steketee & Chambless, 1992). Of the twelve studies in Table 1, six appear to 

have been hypothesis led (Harcourt, Kirkby, Daniels, & Montgomery, 1998; Mahalik & 

Kivlighan, 1988; Mataix-Cols, Cameron, Gega, Kenwright, & Marks, 2006; Ost, Stridh, & 

Wolf, 1998; Spek, Nykliirek, Cuijpers, & Pop, 2008; Tyrer, Seivewright, Fergusin, Murphy, 

& Johnson, 1993) and five use data collected as part of outcome studies (Andersson 

Bergstrom, Holländare, Ekselius, & Carlbring, 2004; Baillie & Rapee, 2004; Buwalda & 

Bouman, 2008; Hegal et al., 2002; Helleström & Ost, 1996). Andersson, Carlbring, and 

Grimlund (2008) perhaps reach a compromise stating that their data was from a 

Randomised Control Trial (RCT) but the prediction study was planned from the outset so 

that variables of interest could be collected. To improve statistical power two studies 

combined data from several RCTs of the same interventions which is acceptable (Buwalda 

& Bouman, 2008; Hegal et al., 2002). Helleström and Ost (1996) combined four studies of 

slightly different exposure treatments for specific phobias, which was more problematic 

and interpreted with caution. 
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3.2 Sample and Outcome Variance 

Reliably predicting outcome from one or more variables requires variation in both the 

population and in their outcomes. To be confident that any predictors of outcome are not 

caused by Type 1 or 2 errors the sample used must be representative of the population and 

their outcomes. Surprisingly, the major limitation in predicting outcomes of both traditional 

psychological interventions and LIPI seems to be low sample variation (Steketee & 

Chambless, 1992). Most studies employ strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, immediately 

limiting the variance in the sample. In addition, the individuals who volunteer to participate 

in research are inherently different to the population seen in routine clinical practice both 

through being research volunteers and often being recruited in non-health care settings. 

Similarly, outcome prediction research is made more difficult when interventions are 

successful for the majority of people. In this case a larger sample size is required to find 

any predictors of outcome. A number of studies in this review used treatments which 

achieved moderate to large effect sizes (e. g. Andersson et al., 2004; Andersson et al., 2008; 

Buwalda & Bouman, 2008) therefore the variation in outcome is very low, making these 

studies vulnerable to Type 2 errors. 

3.3 Measures 

Measurement of predictors and outcomes should employ reliable and valid measures which 

can be used in clinical practice. Steketee and Chambless (1992) state that, unlike outcome 

research, measures in prediction research are often chosen haphazardly and are "casually 

constructed" (p. 390). This increases the likelihood that scales do not measure what they 

claim to and that statistically significant findings are more likely to be by chance. In the 

studies located for this review this flaw is particularly common in measures of motivation, 
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treatment credibility and expectation (see Section 4.5). Another example is Andersson et al. 

(2008) who measured verbal fluency with the COWAT and assumed that this might 

indicate reading level when in fact, it is a measure of executive functioning. 

With regard to outcome measures, Steketee and Chambless (1992) suggest that combining 

a number of outcomes into a composite score increases the reliability of any findings. As 

Table 1 illustrates, a number of studies have used this method. Others dichotomise outcome 

into those who have achieved a clinically significant change and those who have not. 

Although a valid and useful measure, it does involve reducing continuous data to data that 

is dichotomous. These authors suggest that the most suitable outcome measure in prediction 

research is the residual gain score as this allows data to remain continuous and takes 

account of pre-treatment scores on outcome measures. 

If the goal of this area of research is to find predictors that are clinically useful then 

measures must be applicable to practice. Measures such as heart rate and blood pressure 

(see Helleström & Ost, 1996; (5st et al., 1998) are unlikely to be routinely used. Other 

measures are extremely long or involve completion of a number of measures or interviews 

(e. g. Spek et al. (2008) who included a 60 and 21 item measure and a diagnostic interview). 

The new IAPT services are being encouraged to use brief outcome measures, the PHQ-9 

(Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) and GAD-7 (Spitzer, Kroenke, Willaims, & Löwe, 

2006). Unfortunately none of the studies located used these measures decreasing the 

applicability of any results to current UK services. 
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3.4 Statistical Analysis 

Given the complexity of individuals it is unlikely that one factor will be identified that 

consistently predicts treatment outcome but that a combination of variables will have 

predictive power (Clarkin & Levy, 2004). Locating a combination of variables requires the 

use of regression or other multivariate analyses. Not all of the studies located utilise these 

methods. Those that do, have not necessarily attempted to look at combinations of 

predictors and/or have not provided enough details to evaluate their statistical models. 

The studies which use regression analysis vary in their statistical power due to the ratio of 

predictors to sample size. There are various recommendations regarding this ratio, Field 

(2005) suggests 15 cases per predictor, Miles and Shevlin (2001) suggest over 100 

participants and at least 20 cases per predictor, Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) suggest 10 

cases per predictor which seems to be the criteria that most studies use. Efforts have been 

made across studies to meet this criterion by combining studies to increase sample size. 

Some compute composite scores to reduce the number of predictors and outcomes or 

include only predictors that correlate with the outcome variable (e. g. Buwalda & Bouman, 

2008; Hegal et al., 2002). Many studies use far more predictors than the guidance 

recommends in their regression analysis (e. g. Andersson et al., 2004). Also, some studies 

claim to meet the 10: 1 ratio on their overall sample, then conduct regression analyses on 

one sub-group of cases and the conclusions from these analyses are subsequently 

underpowered (e. g. Helleström & Ost, 1996). 

To overcome issues of power some studies used correlations to look at the relationship 

between two variables. However, correlation does not allow a causal relationship to be 

concluded. Alternative statistics are also used such as ANOVA, ANCOVA and t-tests. 
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Although results from such analyses are useful, the data has to be dichotomised which 

reduces the power of results and does not allow for combinations of variables to be 

investigated. 
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4. Predictors 

Many different predictors of outcome have been investigated in relation to LIPI. Firstly 

studies which combine variables are examined then evidence in relation to different 

individual predictors is considered. 

4.1 Models of Outcome Prediction 

Seven of the twelve studies used regression analysis but few provide adequate details of the 

models that were developed. Instead they focused on the predictive values of individual 

variables (Andersson et al., 2004; Hegal et al., 2002; Helleström & Ost, 1996). Hegal et al. 

(2002) state that when they included all nine predictors "a goodness of fit test showed that 

the model adequately fit the data" (p. 520) but do not provide any figures to substantiate 

this and Helleström and Ost (1996) give no details of the overall model. Andersson et al. 

(2004) reported limited details of their models. They found that higher pre-treatment 

depression and anxiety and lower quality of life together predicted higher depression scores 

at 6-months post treatment following CCBT. They did not report models for the other time 

points or outcome measures. In their later study of a similar intervention for panic disorder, 

these authors did display more information about their regression model (Andersson et al., 

2008). High treatment credibility ratings, high scores on the cluster C personality disorder 

scale and agoraphobic avoidance scale, and low executive functioning predicted poorer 

outcome in the CCBT and traditional face-to-face CBT conditions. This combination of 

variables was only statistically significant in the CBT condition. This may indicate that the 

client variables that predict outcome in LIPI are very different to those that predict outcome 

in high intensity treatment. However, this is likely to have been a result of the small, low 

variation sample size and failure to achieve the appropriate ratio of predictors to cases and 

therefore not reliable. 
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The remaining studies report their analyses more clearly. Buwalda and Bouman (2008) 

used multiple regression where they included the two variables that had correlated with 

residual gain from pre to post test i. e. trait anxiety and age. Together they accounted for 

only 9% of the variance in outcome from the coping with hypochondriasis group. Baillie 

and Rapee (2004) found that a model including younger age of first panic attack, higher 

neuroticism and panic symptoms, and using alcohol predicted poorer outcome on a general 

mental health scale following their stepped care intervention of various LIPI. Ost et al. 

(1998) found that longer duration of phobia, higher avoidance, depression and state anxiety 

at baseline and higher treatment credibility, expectancy and motivation together predicted 

only 27% of the outcome variance. Significant predictors therefore include symptom 

severity at baseline and duration of symptoms (Baillie & Rapee, 2004; Ost et al., 1998). 

That there are so few predictors either reflects the reality of this field of work or may be a 

product of the methodological issues described above. Larger, more varied samples are 

required for further research. Examples of research that have overcome some of the 

methodological limitations include the study by Walker et al. (2000). They focussed on 

adherence to medication using a case management intervention for depression and present 

an excellent logistic regression where the following variables combined to predict 

adherence; depression severity, presence/absence of panic, loneliness and childhood sexual 

abuse. Another excellent example is the study by Dow et al. (2007) who found pre- 

treatment panic and number of sessions predicted outcome in CBT. 

4.2 Demographics 

Interestingly very few studies investigated demographic variables as predictors of treatment 

outcome. This is despite the likelihood that basic demographic information is routinely 
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collected in studies and reported when describing the samples. Five studies looked at 

gender as a predictor (Andersson et al., 2004; Baillie & Rapee, 2004; Buwalda & Bouman, 

2008; Hegal et al., 2002; Spek et al., 2008). Only Spek et al. (2008) found it to be a 

statistically significant predictor with women improving more than men. Four studies 

looked at age as a predictor of outcome (Andersson et al., 2004; Buwalda and Bouman, 

2008; Hegal et al., 2002; Helleström & Ost, 1996) with Buwalda and Bouman (2008) the 

only authors to find a significant link between age and outcome. Using correlation they 

found that as age increased, residual gain scores increased indicating that older people 

improved more than younger people. In their multiple regression analysis, age was also a 

significant predictor of outcome in a model with. state anxiety. Spek et al. (2008) also 

investigated the predictive power of marital status but there was no significant difference 

between groups on depression change scores following the intervention. 

Table 2: Variation in Age and Gender in the Included Studies 

Authors Percentage of Women in 
Sample 

Mean (Std. Deviation) Age 

Andersson et al. (2004) 79 37(11) 

Baillie & Rapee (2004) 76 (38(12))* 

Buwalda & Bouman (2008) 71 40(11) 

Hegal et al. (2002) 50 2: 60 years N= 89 

<60 years N= 90 

Helleström & Ost (1996) (88)* 28(8) 

Spek et al. (2008) 68 (55(5))* 

*study reported but did not investigate as a predictor 
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Given the mixed results it is difficult to draw conclusions about gender and age as 

predictors of outcome. It may be the case that neither variable alone have predictive power. 

However, Table 2 illustrates the low variation in age in the individual studies and that in 

general there was a low proportion of males included in each study. Although there is a 

good spread of age across the studies, within each study there is only moderate variation 

which is not representative of the diversity seen in clinical practice. It is likely that the 

results are at risk of being a result of Type 1 and 2 errors due to limited non-representative 

sample sizes. It is surprising that so few demographic variables were investigated with the 

absence of any studies looking at ethnicity, socioeconomic or employment status at 

assessment. It is suggested that these issues should be addressed in future research. 

4.3 Educational Level 

Many LIPI involve little or no input from a professional and require the service user to read 

and utilise information in text either in booklets or on computers (Martinez, Whitfield, 

Dafters, & Williams, 2008). Some of this information may be lengthy and complicated to 

understand. For example, in their study of internet based self-help for depression, 

Andersson et al. 's (2004) intervention was 89 pages of text in total. Similarly in their study 

on internet based self-help for panic attacks they estimated that 250 pages of text would be 

read over 10 weeks. It is therefore important to ask whether people with the range of ability 

seen in primary care settings in the UK can use the LIPI on offer. It seems very likely that a 

proportion of people will struggle to do this because of their cognitive ability and/or their 

mental health problems. This hypothesis is supported by Martinez et al. (2008) who found 

that around 16% of the UK's population would struggle to read many self-help materials 

commonly used in the UK. 
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A number of studies have investigated education level but none of them found this variable 

to be a statistically significant predictor of outcome (Andersson et al., 2004; Baillie & 

Rapee, 2004; Buwalda & Bouman, 2008; Hegal et al., 2002; Spek et al., 2008). It is 

unlikely that these studies included those who are most likely to struggle with self-help due 

to the bias incurred through sampling and recruitment methods. For example, Baillie and 

Rapee (2004) actually excluded people who could not read. Another consideration is 

whether the correct construct is being measured. Education has been measured by years in 

education which does not necessarily reflect the ability to understand the self-help 

materials. An interesting finding from Spek and colleagues (2008) was that those who 

dropped-out of treatment with CCBT were more likely to have been classified in the "low 

education" group possibly indicating that they could not access the information. 

Further research is clearly needed concerning the ability level required to be able to access 

LIPI. It may continue to be difficult to investigate this factor as potentially routine outcome 

measurement might not capture those people who cannot read the letter sent out by many 

services asking them to attend an appointment. 

4 .3 Severity of Symptoms Historical Factors Co-morbidity and Functioning 

4.3.1 Symptom severity 

Eleven out of the twelve studies investigated severity of symptoms as a predictor of 

treatment outcome. Andersson et al. (2004) found that although pre-treatment depression 

severity did not predict symptom change at follow-up, it did predict outcome 6-months 

post-treatment on both depression measures. Depression severity was also one of three 

variables that predicted change at 6-months as part of their regression model (Andersson et 

al., 2004). Spek et al. (2008) found that severity of depression at baseline predicted change 
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on depression scores. Higher depression at baseline was associated with more change on 

the depression scale. In Hegal et al. 's (2002) study, baseline severity of depression was 

found to be a significant predictor of remission at the end of treatment along with an 

interaction between diagnosis and severity. To investigate this further these authors split the 

sample by diagnosis (dysthymia and minor depression) and severity of symptoms. They 

found that those diagnosed with minor depression and who had moderate or severe 

symptoms were less likely to enter remission than those with a diagnosis of dysthymia. 

Tyrer et al. (1993) report that self-help for different anxiety and depressive disorders was 

effective even in cases where individuals had severe depression and/or anxiety, although 

the number of cases on which this is based is extremely small. 

The conclusions from studies of anxiety are more varied. None of the following, Andersson 

et al. (2008), Baillie and Rapee (2004), Helleström and Ost (1996), Ost et al. (1998), found 

anxiety severity to be a significant predictor of treatment outcome. Buwalda and Bouman 

(2008) found that severity of hypochondriasis symptoms correlated positively and 

significantly with outcomes from their group treatment at follow-up. In addition they 

found that higher trait anxiety predicted less treatment gain. This may be because a number 

of these studies focussed on specific phobias which may not have the same impact on an 

individual's functioning compared to depression or anxiety disorders. It is hypothesised 

that severity of symptoms combined with severity of impact on a person's general 

functioning, may together predict outcome (although this was not examined in any of these 

studies). In general it seems that severity of symptoms has a negative association with 

treatment outcome in interventions for depression with inconclusive results for anxiety 

disorders. 
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4.3.2 Historical Factors 

Andersson et al. (2004) found that the more episodes of depression people had experienced 

the less change they demonstrated following treatment with computerised self-help. This 

was a weak but significant correlation. Other studies that investigated this variable did not 

find it predicted outcome (Buwalda & Bouman, 2008; Helleström & Ost, 1996; Ost et al., 

1998; Spek et al., 2008) therefore a firm conclusion about historical factors cannot be 

drawn. 

4.3.3 Co-morbidity 

Many efficacy studies choose to exclude participants with co-morbid difficulties, perhaps 

reflecting a hypothesis that co-morbidity equals complexity and poorer outcomes which has 

been found in studies of CBT (e. g. Durham, Allan, & Hackett, 1997). Six studies measured 

the severity of co-morbid depression/anxiety. In the studies on depression, Andersson et al. 

(2004) measured pre-treatment anxiety levels and found that higher pre-treatment anxiety 

predicted less change at 6-months following a treatment for depression. With interventions 

for anxiety, Baillie and Rapee (2004) found that higher co-morbid baseline social anxiety 

predicted poorer outcome following psychoeducation or self-help for panic attacks but co- 

morbid depression did not. However, neither Buwalda and Bouman (2008) nor Ost et al. 

(1998) found any link between pre-treatment depression with anxiety outcomes in their 

studies. 

Andersson et al. (2008) used the SCID II (C), which is the scale for cluster C personality 

disorders. In their internet-based self-help manual for people with panic disorder, this was 

the only variable that had a statistically significant relationship with any outcome. People 

with a Personality Disorder showed worse outcomes. Tyrer et al. (1993) also found this 

pattern in their study although the number of patients treated is extremely small. Again, 
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these mixed results allow few conclusions to be drawn. It is likely that if co-morbidity is a 

predictor of outcome in LIPI, the limited sample variation due to inclusion/exclusion 

criteria may have resulted in Type 1 or 2 errors. 

4.3.4 General Functioning 

A number of studies used measures of general functioning or impact in addition to 

symptom specific measures. Whilst Ost et al. (1998) did not find "handicap" to be a 

significant predictor of outcome, other studies did. Andersson et al. (2004) found that poor 

quality of life at assessment was associated with less change in depression 6-months post 

treatment. Baillie and Rapee (2004) found that poorer general functioning at pre-treatment 

predicted poorer outcome following a LIPI for panic attacks. Matix-Cols and colleagues 

(2006) explained their results of GP referrals having the better outcome following CCBT 

compared to mental health worker and self referrals due to their higher general functioning. 

4.4 Personality 

Harcourt et al. (1998), Mahalik and Kivlighan (1988) and Spek et al. (2008) investigated 

whether different personality types improved more with LIPI compared to others. Mahalik 

and Kivlighan (1988) found that people who scored highly on the Realistic sub-scale of 

Hollond's Self-Directed Search (Hollond, 1985) made greater improvements than those 

who had a low score on this scale. The authors explain this as being because this group of 

people "have a preference for interaction with objects not people" (p. 241). In addition 

those participants with high pre-treatment self-efficacy had a larger decrease in depression 

than those with a low score. 
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Harcourt et al. (1998) use the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 1992) to examine personality 

factors that might predict outcome to a brief computerised exposure task. They used 

inferential statistics rather than regression and had a very small sample of 18 people which 

they split at an arbitrary level into high and low scorers on the subscales. The lack of 

statistically significant findings was unsurprising given the poor methodology. More 

recently Spek et al. (2008) investigated personality using the NEO-FFI (Costa & McCrae, 

1992). People with high altruism improved more in group treatment compared to internet 

treatment. Higher scores on neuroticism were associated with poorer outcome across both 

treatments. 

Both Mahalik and Kivighan (1988) and Harcourt et al. (1998) lack statistical power which 

means that neither result should be treated as valid or reliable. Spek et al. (2008) had a far 

more respectable sample size but it is likely that the predictor, high neuroticism, is likely to 

indicate that co-morbid anxiety and depression predict a poorer outcome. Altruism as a 

predictor of outcome in group treatment is a useful finding suggesting that asking about 

how sociable a person is may help determine whether they will do well in a group rather 

than a one-to-one intervention. 

4.5 Motivation. Expectation. Treatment Credibility 

The final group of variables relates to constructs which clinicians have rated as very 

important predictors in outcomes of LIPI (MacLeaod, Martinez, & Williams, 2009) and 

have been found to predict outcome in traditional therapies (Asay & Lambert, 2004). The 

suggestion is that people who are motivated and expect a treatment to work and/or feel it is 

credible are more likely to improve than those who do not. 
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Andersson et al. (2008), Helleström and Ost (1996) and Ost et al. (1998) investigated 

perceived treatment credibility as a predictor of outcome. Only Ost et al. (1998) found this 

factor to predict outcome following self-exposure for specific phobias. They found that 

although their regression model predicted 27% of the variance in the outcome, treatment 

credibility rating was the only individual variable which significantly contributed to this 

model. When a discriminant analysis was conducted in this study, motivation and treatment 

credibility were the strongest predictors of intensity of treatment required to achieve 

clinically significant change. Buwulda and Bouman (2008), Helleström and Ost (1996), and 

Öst et al. (1998) did not find expectancy to significantly predict treatment outcome. Matix- 

Cols et al. (2006) found that people who were referred from a mental health professional to 

a CCBT clinic did not expect this treatment to help them and had poorer outcomes than 

those referred from a GP who did expect it might help them. This result could however be 

accounted for by other variables such as severity. 

Motivation was investigated as a predictor by Baillie and Rapee (2004) and Ost et al. 

(1998). Ost et al. (1998) used a validated scale of treatment motivation (Nijmegen 

Motivation List; Keijsers, 1994) whilst Baillie and Rapee (2004) used a "motivation 

ladder" (Biener & Adams, 1991). Ost and colleagues (1998) found motivation to be a 

statistically significant predictor of outcome of their self-help for spider phobia but Baillie 

and Rapee (2004) did not. 

The main problem in these studies is the use of non-validated scales, usually only using one 

question e. g. on a scale of 0 to 10 how effective do you expect this treatment to be? (e. g. 

Ost et al., 1998, p. 21). The other issue is the likely bias in the research samples toward 

people who are motivated to improve their condition and may have some understanding of 
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what the treatments will involve through the consent process. Whilst clearly this is an 

important set of variables, future research with valid and reliable measures is essential. 
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5. Other Studies 

A number of other studies were located which approach the subject of predicting outcome 

following LIPI in a different way to the studies previously described. MacLeod et al. (2008) 

surveyed practitioners about their views about who benefits from self-help. Clearly this is 

not the most robust study design however it offers some interesting insights into this topic. 

From 14 client factors, the top five indicated by practitioners as believed to predict outcome 

of self-help were; patient motivation, expectancy and credibility that self-help will work, 

likely adherence, self-efficacy and degree of hopelessness (MacLeod et al., 2008, p. 64). It 

is interesting that symptom severity was not a factor chosen by practitioners considering 

this is the variable most commonly investigated in these studies. In an open-ended question, 

the majority of people reported that they though literacy would predict outcome which fits 

with the arguments in this review (MacLeod et al., 2008). 

Other studies have tried to develop screening tools for suitability for LIPI (Durham et at., 

2004; Gega, Kenwright, Matix-Cols, Cameron, & Marks, 2005). Interestingly these studies 

do not use the outcome predictor literature to construct the scales. Whilst these variables 

have face validity in their inclusion in such a scale, it is potentially premature to construct a 

scale before consistent predictors are found. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 

From the studies located it seems that neither age, gender, educational level nor duration of 

illness are variables which predict the outcome of LIPI. The studies located suggest that 

symptom severity at assessment, co-morbid mental health problems, general mental 

health/impact of difficulties, motivation, treatment credibility and expectation might predict 

treatment outcome. These findings seem to be consistent with the research into prediction 

of outcome following traditional therapy. However, conclusions can only be very tentative 

due to the methodological limitations. 

In particular samples used have limited variation in the client characteristics. In addition 

samples are inherently different from those in routine clinical practice. Too few of the 

studies report appropriate statistical analyses and those that do have found combinations of 

variables predicting only a small proportion of the outcome variance. The majority of 

studies focus on identifying individual variables that account for a unique proportion of 

outcome variance. The likelihood of one variable reliably predicting outcome is however 

very small (Clarkin & Levy, 2004). In addition a limitation of this review is that there are 

so few studies to synthesise. Therefore comparisons were made across primary problems 

(i. e. depression or anxiety) and interventions rather than within the different subgroups. 

There may be client characteristics that have more predictive power within these groups 

and this should be investigated further. 

In order to improve the information on outcome predictors following LIPI the 

methodological weaknesses detailed above must be avoided. One option is to use 

"Individual Patient Data (IPD) Analysis" (Lambert, Sutton, Abrams, & Jones, 2002). This 

method obtains and synthesises the individual patient data from different RCTs. It is 
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reported to be superior to meta-regression because it can investigate the relationship 

between client characteristics and outcome on a larger scale than has been achieved in the 

studies located in this review (Lambert et al., 2002). Another avenue to explore is 

"treatment failures". As in traditional therapies, very little is known about this group. More 

research is needed to understand the variance in outcome in order that more specific 

recommendations as to who may not benefit from interventions can be developed. 

Finally the methodological limitations described in this review provide evidence supporting 

the use of routinely collected outcome measures i. e. collecting practice based evidence (See 

Barkham & Mellor-Clark, 2003). This will generate data with higher variance in both 

outcome and predictor variables and will have high external validity (Steketee & 

Chambless, 1992). Future research into predicting outcomes of LIPI should also use the 

measures that are being recommended to services, in order that the results generalise to 

practice. Variables of interest must also be easily but reliably measured by the workers that 

will be doing the assessment. The development of new services delivering LIPI gives the 

potential for improving what is known about predictors of outcome if routine outcome 

measurement is rigorously implemented. 
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Abstract 

Objectives. To explore the process of stepping-up in a stepped care service for delivering 

psychological interventions. 

Design. A mixed methods design was used and two studies are reported. Study 1 used 

practice based evidence to compare people who were stepped-up with those who received 

only Low Intensity Psychological Interventions (LIPI), and only CBT. Study 2 explored 

service users' experience of stepping-up in a qualitative design. 

Methods. Study 1 used inferential statistics to compare the groups on assessment 

characteristics and outcomes. Logistic regression explored whether stepping-up could be 

predicted from assessment characteristics. In Study 2 eleven individuals were interviewed 

about their experience of stepping-up and transcripts were analysed using Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis. 

Results. Study 1: Those who were stepped-up did not differ substantially from other groups 

on assessment characteristics or their outcomes. Stepping-up could not be predicted from 

assessment variables. Study 2: Five super-ordinate themes emerged; Emotional Experience 

of Stepping-up, The "Fit" of the Intervention, Relationships with Workers, Power and 

Experience of Change. The sense-making of stepping-up appeared to occur through a 

process of comparing the interventions experienced at each step. 

Conclusions. Stepping-up can produce acceptable outcomes and is experienced in diverse 

ways. There were a number of possible reasons for stepping-up other than a lack of 

progress at a lower step. These different reasons may account for the absence of predictors 

of stepping-up and similarities between the three groups. The therapeutic alliance may be 

an important factor to investigate in relation to LIPI and their outcomes. 
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1. Introduction 

The NHS recently funded two pilot sites using alternative service models for delivering 

psychological interventions in primary care recommended for treating anxiety and 

depression (NICE, 2004a, 2004b). These include Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) 

delivered through guided self-help, computerised CBT (CCBT) and traditional one-to-one 

therapy. The funding of these sites represented an acceleration in the Improving Access to 

Psychological Therapies (IAPT) agenda. This was largely the result of an economic 

argument that payments of incapacity benefit would be significantly reduced if The 

Exchequer supported the development of psychological treatment centres providing the 

recommended interventions (Layard, 2006, p. 332). The two pilot sites were evaluated by 

an independent research group for the NHS National Collaborating Centre for Service 

Delivery and Organisation (NCCSDO). The studies reported here form part of the 

evaluation of the IAPT site that is piloting a stepped care model of service delivery. They 

explore a specific aspect of this model called "stepping-up". 

1.1 Stepped Care 

The principle of stepped care is that the least restrictive/lowest intensity treatment likely to 

result in a significant health gain is provided initially, with people being stepped-up to a 

more intensive treatment if necessary through a self-correcting mechanism (Bower & 

Gilbody, 2005, p. 11). Bower and Gilbody (2005) state that self-correcting refers to the 

systematic monitoring of an individual's progress which is then used to make treatment 

decisions e. g. stepping-up, discharge etc. (p. 11). The majority of people receive low 

intensity treatments with more intensive specialist treatments reserved for those who do not 

benefit from the lower steps (Bower & Gilbody, 2005). In the case of anxiety and 

depression, Low Intensity Psychological Interventions (LIPI) such as guided self-help and 
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CCBT are delivered at the first step with people stepping-up to one-to-one CBT if they do 

not improve significantly (See Appendix 8 for example). 

Stepped care models have been described for a number of mental health problems e. g. 

eating disorders (Wilson, Vitousek, & Loeb, 2000), panic (Otto, Pollack, & Maki, 2000), 

anxiety (NICE, 2004a) and depression (NICE, 2004b). However, whilst the individual 

treatments often have evidence of effectiveness, a literature review found that the service 

model itself has very little supporting evidence (Bower & Gilbody, 2005). There are some 

exceptions to this. Treasure et al. (1996) found no difference in outcomes for people with 

bulimia nervosa randomised to either stepped care (guided self-help followed by CBT) or 

CBT only. A study in the Netherlands found no difference in outcome for people with 

depression and anxiety treated within a stepped care model compared to usual treatment 

(van Straten, Tiemens, Hakkaart, Nolen, & Donker, 2006). These studies indicate that 

potentially stepped care may be as effective as usual care and higher intensity treatments. 

With relatively small samples these studies cannot answer some of the important questions 

about this model of service delivery. 

1.2 Stepping-up 

Despite being a defining feature of stepped care the process of stepping-up is yet to be the 

focus of research. The two studies reported here broadly aim to explore the group of 

people who are stepped-up from LIPI to CBT at an IAPT pilot site. Those who are stepped- 

up are likely to be the minority of service users and may well be "lost" in the overall 

evaluation of service effectiveness highlighting the importance of focusing specifically on 

this group. 
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It is clear from the descriptions of stepped care that the criterion for stepping-up is non- 

response to a LIPI (Davinson, 2000; Otto et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000). Therefore it 

would be expected that people who step-up have poorer outcomes with LIPI. It is 

repeatedly suggested that examining the predictors of success with LIPI is important but 

little research exists (Bower & Gilbody, 2005; Papworth, 2006; Williams & Martinez, 

2008). A minority of studies that do address this issue fail to draw firm conclusions due to 

methodological limitations (e. g. Andersson, Bergstrom, Holländare, Ekselius, & Carlbring, 

2004; Buwalda & Bouman, 2008; Helleström & Ost, 1996). In particular they use data from 

Randomised Control Trials (RCTs) where samples have limited variation in many 

characteristics of interest due to the strict inclusion/exclusion criteria. Steketee and 

Chambless (1992) argue that the outcome prediction research should utilise routinely 

collected clinical data to rectify these limitations. 

In line with this recommendation, this study uses practice based evidence to compare the 

characteristics at assessment and the outcomes of people who are stepped-up to those who 

receive only a LIPI or CBT in a pilot stepped care service. A second aim is to investigate 

whether stepping-up can be predicted at assessment. This could inform the development of 

LIPI to increase both their accessibility and effectiveness if, for example, it is found that 

specific groups of people are stepped-up. It may be economically and clinically useful to 

identify potential non-responders to LIPI at assessment so they can be offered quicker 

access to a higher step. Finally, it is important to clarify the outcomes of people who are 

stepped-up. 
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1.3 The Experience of Stepping-up 

The stepped care model of service delivery is a logical solution to capacity issues in mental 

health services. However, Bower and Gilbody (2005) suggest a particular concern with the 

model is the "possible negative effects of treatment failure at lower steps and loss of 

continuity of provider" (p. 15). Parry, Roth and Fonagy (2005) also wonder what the effects 

might be of delaying access to a potentially helpful treatment. Conversely, nothing is 

known about the possible positive impacts of having a LIPI before CBT. Understanding 

how people experience and make sense of stepping-up is essential to fully evaluate this 

service model. Qualitative methods are the most appropriate way of researching a person's 

experience, especially when the topic is relatively unexplored (Elliott, Fischer, & Rennie 

1999; Willig, 2001). Therefore service users who have been stepped-up will be interviewed 

as part of this study. 

1.4 Summary of Aims 

This is an exploratory study of stepping-up in the proposed stepped care model for 

delivering psychological therapies. Study 1 will use practice based evidence from an [APT 

pilot site to describe the people who have been stepped-up and compare them at assessment 

and outcome to those who are not stepped-up from a LIPI and those who are stepped 

directly to CBT. The data will also be used to examine whether stepping-up can be 

predicted from information collected at assessment. Study 2 will explore how service users 

make sense of stepping-up through qualitative analysis of interviews. Using this mixed 

method approach a fuller understanding of this unknown aspect of this service model will 

be presented. 
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1.5 Ethical Approval 

NHS Ethics and Governance approval has been granted for the NCCSDO evaluation team 

to access the IAPT pilot site data and interview service users. This application included 

approval for a DClinPsy trainee to access the data as a member of the research team. A 

unique research ethics and governance application was not required for this project (see 

Appendix 4 and 5 for Ethical Approval). 
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Study 1: 

Using Practice Based Evidence to Explore Stepping-up 
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2. Study 1 Method 

2.1 Stepped Care Pilot Site' 

This service takes referrals for people over 16 with common mental health problems from a 

number of sources (e. g. Primary Care, self-referrals, Pathways to Work). At a telephone 

screening people are assigned either to a Low Intensity Worker (LIW), a CBT therapist, a 

counsellor or to the Community Mental Health Team depending on their level of need. The 

majority of referrals pass to a LIW who conducts an initial face-to-face assessment and 

introduces a range of possible LIPI e. g. guided self-help, CCBT etc. The LIW then supports 

the use of these interventions in brief contacts (20-30 minutes) many of which are 

conducted via the telephone. Where people are not demonstrating progress with the LIPI, 

they are stepped-up to access CBT. 

2.2 Variables 

Integral to this pilot site is the compulsory recording of an individual's score on a 

depression and anxiety scale and attendance at every session along with age, gender at 

assessment. Other variables are not collected with the same degree of accuracy. The 

following variables were of interest in this study; 

" Age (in years), 

" Gender, 

" Ethnicity (White or non white), 

" Employment status (full/part-time paid work, homemaker, retired, student, 

unemployed), 

" Duration of illness (in months), 

'Reference not included to maintain service anonymity 
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" Primary problem definition by referrer (anxiety2, depression, other3), 

" Depression severity at assessment measured by the PHQ-9 (Kroenke, Spitzer, & 

Williams, 2001; see Appendix 6). The PHQ-9 is a9 item self-report questionnaire. 

It is used both for diagnosing depression, as a measure of severity and outcome 

(Kroenke et al., 2001; Löwe, Kroenke, Herzog, & Gräfe, 2004). It has a maximum 

score of 27 with the score indicating the severity of depression; 0-4 not depressed, 

5-9 mild depression 10-14, moderately depressed, 15-19 moderate-severe 

depression, 20-27 severely depressed. This measure has good internal consistency 

(0.89) and test-retest reliability (0.84; Kroenke, et al., 2001). It has been validated 

for use in the UK (Gilbody, Richards, & Barkham, 2007). It is completed by all 

service users at assessment and at each contact, 

" Anxiety severity at assessment measured by GAD-7 (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, & 

Löwe, 2006; see Appendix 7). GAD-7 is a measure of generalised anxiety severity 

but has also shown utility in other anxiety disorders (Kroenke, Spitzer, Williams, 

Monahan, & Löwe, 2007). It is a7 item self report questionnaire with a maximum 

score of 21. Scores indicate the severity of anxiety; 0-4 no anxiety, 5-9 mild 

anxiety, 10-14 moderate anxiety, 15-21 severe anxiety. The internal consistency has 

been found to be 0.92 and the test-re-test reliability 0.83 (Spitzer et al., 2006). It is 

completed by all service users at assessment and at each contact. 

2 Including agoraphobia with panic disorder, agoraphobia without panic disorder, generalised anxiety, social 
anxiety, specific phobia 

3 "Other" included mixed PTSD, OCD, somatisation, bipolar, psychosis, bereavement, drug/alcohol, eating 
disorder 
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2.3 Outcomes 

Outcomes were calculated based on the first and last completed score on the PHQ-9 and 

GAD-7 by three alternative methods. 

1. The mean change in each group between first and last score was calculated. 

2. Next, Reliable and Clinically Significant Improvement (RCSI; Jacobson & Traux, 

1991) was calculated using the least desirable of three potential methods i. e. 

calculating whether pre-post change was more than 2 standard deviations from the 

original mean (Evans, Margison, & Barkham, 1998). This was due to the 

unavailability of any UK norms for these measures which would allow more 

rigorous RCSI to be calculated. 

3. In line with recently published research from this pilot site (Richards & Suckling, 

2009), the proportions of people who, at their last contact show improvement, 

recovery and remission on these measures was also calculated. Appendix 9 provides 

more in depth information about these different methods of outcome description. 

2.4 Procedure 

Data from all cases referred to the service was downloaded for the period August 2006 

(pilot start data) to August 2008. This included 8054 cases. Procedures were developed to 

locate the following groups of interest; 

9 LIPI only - individuals receiving an assessment plus one or more contacts of a LIPI 

with no counselling or CBT contacts, 

" Stepped-up - individuals who received an assessment plus one or more LIPI 

contacts and one or more sessions of CBT, 

" CBT only - individuals receiving an assessment plus one or more sessions of CBT 

but no LIPI. 
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" Cases were excluded if people had; 

" been referred but never arranged an assessment, 

" arranged assessment but never attended, 

9 received an assessment only. 

To maximise the power of the analysis all active cases who had only received LIPI were 

excluded as they may be stepped-up in the future. All other active cases were included. As 

the dependent variables were investigated in combination, only cases with complete data 

for all variables were included. When examining the outcomes of the three groups the 

active cases were excluded from the analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the exclusion of cases 

from the original dataset. 

Given the large difference in sample size between the LIPI only and the other groups, a 

random sample of cases who received LIPI only was taken. This protected against finding 

trivial results due to the power of the LIPI only group and to ensure that any comparison 

between groups was made on similarly reliable means/frequencies. The sample size of 130 

for the LIPI only group was chosen to satisfy the recommendation that groups should not 

differ by more than a 3: 2 ratio if certain assumptions of statistical analyses need to be 

rejected and provides adequate statistical power for the analysis (Field, 2005). Analyses in 

Appendix 10 shows that the sample of LIPI only cases (N=130) does not differ from the 

population from it was sampled (N=1562) on any variables of interest. 
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Figure 2: Flow Diagram of Case Exclusion from Original Data Download 

N= 8054 
1 1t' August 2008 

N= 5734 

N= 5547 

N= 3922 

N= 3370 

N=3272 

3076 LIPI 

161 Stepped-up to CBT 

35 CBT only 

N= 1688 

1562 Completed LIPI only (N=130 
sampled) 

91 Stepped-up to CBT (62 completed) 

[35 CBT only (21 completed) included 
cases with missing data] 

2320 people did not arrange an 
assessment 

187 people did not attend an I 
arranged assessment 

1625 people attended an 
assessment only 

552 active cases who have 

only had LIPI 

18 Counseling only 

75 Stepped-up to counseling 

5 LIPI, CBT and counseling 

Incomplete data N =1584 

4 incomplete PHQ-9 and 
GAD-7 

4 incomplete age 

60 no ethnicity 

184 no primary problem 
recorded 

961 no duration recorded 

371 incomplete employment 
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2.5 Analysis 

To explore the characteristics of people who were stepped-up in comparison with the other 

groups (LIPI only and CBT only), descriptive statistics were computed and the difference 

between the groups was assessed using the Chi Squared analysis for categorical variables. 

The difference between the three groups on age, depression and anxiety severity at 

assessment was assessed using One-Way Analyses of Variance (ANOVA). Other 

continuous variables were compared between the stepped-up and LIPI only group using an 

independent t-test. 

To examine whether stepping-up could be predicted, a Standard Logistic Regression was 

conducted to analyse the predictive power of the assessment variables both in combination 

and their individual predictive power in relation to the outcome (stepping-up vs. not 

stepping-up) using the data from the LIPI only and stepped-up groups. 

A power analysis was conducted to estimate the sample size required where there are three 

groups entering an ANOVA using a=0.05,0 = 0.80 and F=0.25. A medium effect size 

(F= 0.25) was chosen as a between groups effect that would be clinically interesting. The 

power analysis indicated that a total sample size of 159 people would be required to find a 

medium effect, i. e. N= 53 per group. The LIPI only and stepped-up groups satisfy this 

power analysis but the CBT group does not. Therefore the main focus of the analysis was 

on LIPI only and stepped-up groups. With regard to regression analysis, Miles and Shevlin 

(2001) suggest that the sample should be greater than 100 with at least 20 cases per 

predictor. In this analysis the sample size exceeds this requirement with a maximum of 9 

predictors and a total sample of 221. 
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3. Study 1 Results 

3.1 Description of Groups 

Table 3 describes the characteristics of the three groups (LIPI only, CBT only and stepped- 

up). Analyses indicated that the three groups do not differ in the proportions of males and 

females, x(, 2(2) = 0.33, p=0.84, the age of the individuals, F(2,253) = 0.697, p=0.499, or 

the mean depression severity at assessment F(2,253) = 1.245, p=0.29. They did differ 

significantly in mean anxiety severity at assessment, F(2,253) = 4.808, p=0.009, with the 

LIPI group having a lower mean anxiety score compared to the other two groups whose 

mean was the same. 

When individuals were classified according to GAD-7 severity classifications (Table 4) the 

three groups did not differ significantly on the number of people classified as not anxious, 

mildly, moderately or severely anxious, x2(6) = 12.339, p=0.055. Due to low expected 

counts the non-depressed and mildly depressed categories were combined when comparing 

depression severity groups using the PHQ-9. Analysing the data in this way indicated that 

there were no significant differences between the groups on depression severity, x2(6) = 

3.65 1, p=0.724 (Table 4). 
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Table 3: Comparing Characteristics of the Groups at Assessment 

LIPI only Stepped-up CBT only 
N=130 (N=91) (N=35) 

Mean PHQ-9 at assessment (SD) 16.7 6.0 17.4 5.6 18.5 6.9 
Mean GAD-7 at assessment (SD) 13.5 5.0 15.5 4.9 15.5 5.7 

Mean Age in years (SD) 38.9 13.0 38.3 11.7 36.1 12.4 
Duration of illness months Not displayed 

Mean (SD) 31.8 (55.4) 31.5 (43.2) due to missing 
Mean Log (Duration +1) (SD) 1.08 (0.63) 1.11 (0.64) data 

Median 10.3 25.0 
Gender N (%) 

Male 40 (30.8%) 31(34.1%) 12(34%) 
Female 90(69.2%) 60(65.9%) 23(66%) 

Primary problem N (%) 
Depression 120 (92%) 77 (85%) Not displayed 

Anxiety 9 (7%) 11(12%) due to missing 
Other 1 (1%) 3 (3%) data 

Ethnicity Not displayed 
White 130 (100%) 91(100%) due to missing 

Non-white 0 0 data 
Employment Not displayed 

Paid Work 68 (52%) 43 (47%) due to missing 
Student 4 (3%) 5 (6%) data 
Retired 7 (5%) 2 (2%) 

Homemaker 17 (13%) 10 (11%) 
Unemployed 34 (26%) 31(34%)l 

On all other variables the LIPI only group was compared with the stepped-up group as 

there was insufficient data recorded in the CBT only group i. e. too much missing data for 

some variables. All of the cases indicated their ethnicity was white. The two groups did not 

differ on employment status, x2 (4) = 3.706, p=0.447 or primary problem, x2 (1) = 1.907, 

p= 0.167. In order to satisfy the assumptions of the Chi Squared test, four cases were 

excluded from the analysis of primary problem. These were the four cases which were 

"other primary problem". Finally, there was no difference between these two groups on the 

transformed duration of illness, t(219) = -0.334, p=0.739. 
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Table 4: Severity of Depression and Anxiety of the Groups at Assessment as Defined 

by PHQ-9 and GAD-7 

LIPI only 
(N=130) 

Stepped-up 
(N=91) 

CBT only 
(N=35) 

Anxiety 
Not anxious (0-4) 9 (7%) 4 (4%) 3 (9%) 

Mild (5-9) 19 (15%) 7(8%) 2(6%) 
Moderate (10-14) 40(31%) 20 (22%) 5 (14%) 

Severe (15-21) 62(48%) 60(66%) 25(71%) 
Depression 

Not depressed (0-4) 5 (4%) 3 (3%) 1 (3%) 
Mild (5-9) 13 (10%) 6(7%) 4(11%) 

Moderate (10-14) 24 (19%) 14 (15%) 5 (14%) 
Moderate-Severe (15-19) 38 (29%) 25 (28%) 7 (20%) 

Severe (20-27) 50(39%) 43(47%)l 18(51%) 

3.2 Outcomes 

Tables 5 and 6 illustrate the mean change from first (assessment) to last score for each 

group on the PHQ-9 and GAD-7. The PHQ-9 change scores violated the homogeneity of 

variance assumption and were positively skewed. It was found that a square root 

transformation solved this difficulty. An ANOVA subsequently demonstrated that the 

groups did not differ significantly on the amount of change from first to last session, 

F(2,210)= 1.598, p= 0.205. The GAD-7 data was not transformed and an ANOVA showed 

that the change between the groups did not differ significantly, F(2,210) = 0.387, p=0.680. 

Table 5: Change on the PHQ-9 from First to Last Score 

Group Mean First Score 
(SD) 

Mean Last Score 
(SD) 

Mean Change 
(SD) 

LIPI only (N=130) 16.7 (6.0) 8.13 (6.98) 8.80 (6.43) 

Stepped-up (N=62) 17.4 (5.6) 10.23 (6.80) 7.08 (5.44) 

CBT only (N=21) 18.49 (6.93) 11.52 (7.63) 9.48 (8.13) 
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Table 6: Change on the GAD-7 from First to Last Score 

Group Mean First 
Score (SD) 

Mean Last Score 
(SD) 

Mean Change 
(SD) 

LIPI only (N=130) 13.5 (5.0) 7.0 (6.41) 6.99 (5.73) 

Stepped-up (N=62) 15.5 (5.6) 9.56 (6.20) 6.26 (4.83) 

CBT only (N=21) 15.5 (5.72) 11.0 (6.66) 6.57 (5.72) 

Outcomes were analysed using the number of people achieving RCSI on the PHQ-9 and 

GAD-9 (Tables 7 and 8). The groups do not differ at a statistically significant level on the 

proportion of people achieving RCSI; PHQ-9 X2(2) = 1.079, p=0.583; GAD-7 x2(2) = 

1.208, p=0.547. It is important to note that those who made a Reliable and Clinically 

Significant Deterioration (RCSD) were excluded from this analysis in order that the 

assumptions of this statistical test were not violated. 

Table 7: Number (%) of People Achieving Reliable and Clinically Significant 

Improvement on the PHQ-9 

Group No RCSI RCSI RCSD 

LIPI only (N=130) 52 (40%) 78 (60%) 0 

Stepped-up (N= 62) 28 (45%) 33 (53%) 1 (2%) 

CBT only (N=21) 10 (48%) 10(48%) 1 (5%) 
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Table 8: Number (%) of People Achieving Reliable and Clinically Significant 

Improvement on the GAD-7 

Group No RCSI RCSI RCSD 

LIPI only (N=130) 57 (44%) 70(54%) 3 (2%) 

Stepped-up (N=62) 32 (52%) 28 (45%) 2 (3%) 

CBT only (N=21) 10(48%) 10(48%) 1 (5%) 

Improvement, recovery and remission were computed (Tables 9 and 10). The only 

statistically significant difference was between the number of people that were classed as in 

remission (i. e. non-clinical) at their last GAD-7 score, x2(2) = 8.234, p=0.016. Running 

the Chi Squared analysis for the individual comparisons indicated that the number of 

people classified as in remission at their last appointment was significantly higher in the 

LIPI only group compared to the CBT only group, x2(1) = 4.089, p=0.043 and the 

stepped-up group, x2(1) = 6.165, p=0.013. 

Table 9: Number (%) of People Achieving Improvement, Recovery, Remission on the 

PHQ-9 at Last Session 

Group Improved Recovered Remission 

LIPI only (N=130) 78 (60%) 73 (56%) 82 (63%) 

Stepped-up (N=62) 33 (53%) 26 (42%) 30(48%) 

CBT only (N=21) 10(48%) 10(48%) 10(48%) 
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Table 10: Number (%) of People Achieving Improvement, Recovery, Remission on the 

GAD-7 at Last Session 

Group Improved Recovered Remission 

LIPI only (N=130) 62 (48%) 69 (53%) 91(70%) 

Stepped-up (N=62) 26 (42%) 26 (42%) 32 (52%) 

CBT only (N=21) 9 (43%) 9 (43%) 10 (48%) 

Table 11 illustrates the total number of sessions people received at outcome for the three 

groups. This data was positively skewed (i. e. most people had a low number of sessions) 

and it was found that a log transformation solved this problem and the samples were 

compared. A one-way ANOVA indicated that the three groups differed significantly in the 

number of sessions individuals had received at their outcome, F(2,210) = 54.645, p<0.001. 

A Tukey HSD post hoc analysis indicated that all three groups differ significantly from 

each other at or less than p=0.0001. 

Table 11: Total Number of Sessions at Outcome 

Group LIPI only (N=130) CBT only (N= 21) Stepped-up (N=62) 

Mean (SD) No. 3.79 (3.08) 7.10(5.00) 11.50 (6.18) 
Sessions 

Log Mean (SD) 0.45 (0.33) 0.74 (0.34) 0.97 (0.31) 
No. Sessions 

Median No. 3 6 11.5 
Sessions 

3.3 PredictinStepping-Up 

When all predictor variables (at assessment: gender, age, duration of illness, PHQ-9, GAD- 

7, employment status, primary problem) were entered into a Standard Logistic Regression it 
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was found that together they predicted only 9.8% of the variance in the outcome (stepping- 

up or not stepping-up). This model was not statistically significant, X2(11) = 16.69, p= 

0.117, and only predicted stepping-up with 62% accuracy (82% not stepped-up; 33% 

stepped-up). Only anxiety at assessment was a significant unique predictor, W2(1) = 7.45, p 

= 0.006. 

A second Standard Logistic Regression was conducted including the change on the PHQ-9 

and GAD-7 between assessment and the next contact as well as the previously included 

variables. When all predictors were entered into the model it predicted 17.4% of the 

variance and was a statistically significant model, x2(13) = 30.61, p=0.004. Anxiety at 

assessment was a unique predictor, W2(1) = 7.33, p=0.07, along with change from 

assessment to first session on the PHQ-9, W2(1) = 3.78, p=0.05. A t-test reveals that 

people who are stepped-up have less change compared to those who are not stepped-up 

between assessment and first contact, t(219) = -3.616, p<0.0001. Both sets of variables 

were entered into a Backwards Stepwise Logistic Regression which produced the same 

results. 

3.4 Stepping-up 

To explore in detail the process of stepping-up, the 98 people who were stepped-up, had 

been discharged and had full PHQ-9 and GAD-7 data for attended sessions were used in the 

next part of the analysis. Using this group of people increased the power of this part of the 

investigation. 
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3.4.1 Number of Sessions 

The mean number of LIPI sessions for this group was 4.97(SD=3.88) and the mean number 

of CBT sessions was 5.93(SD=5.00). Figure 3 illustrates the spread in the number of 

sessions people had prior to being stepped-up. Given the positive skew the median is the 

most useful measure of central tendency. The median number of sessions was 4. 

Figure 3: Frequency Graph for Number of Low Intensity Sessions Prior to Stepping- 

up (N=98) 
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3.4.2 Outcomes at Different Time Points 

The mean scores on the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 were computed for this group (N=98) at 

assessment, last session and the last session of LIPI prior to stepping-up (stepping-up score; 
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Table 12). A One-Way Within Subjects ANOVA indicated that the participants differed 

significantly in their mean scores on the PHQ-9 at these different time points, F(2) = 

56.759, p<0.0001. Post hoc analysis using the Bonferroni correction indicated that the 

difference between the means was statistically significant between the first and stepping-up 

score, t(194) = 4.761, p=0.001, but not the first and last score, t(194) = 7.053, p=0.057, 

or between the stepping-up and last score, t(194) = 1.875, p=0.190. 

Maulchly's test indicated that on the GAD-7 comparison, the assumption of sphericity had 

been violated, x2(2) = 8.052, p =0.018. Therefore degrees of freedom were corrected with 

Huynh-Feldt's estimate of sphericity. The ANOVA indicated that the mean GAD-7 score 

differed at the three time points, F(1.886)= 41.468, p<0.0001, and post hoc analyses 

indicated that there was a significant difference between the first score and the stepping-up 

score, t(194)= 4.069, p= 0.001 and the first and last scores, t(194) = 5.991, p=0.01. 

However, the difference between the stepping-up and the last score was not statistically 

significant, t(194) = 1.655, p=0.529. 

Table 12: Mean (standard deviation) Scores on PHQ-9 and GAD-7 at Different Time 

Points for the Stepped-up Group (N=98) 

PHQ-9 GAD-7 

Mean First Score (SD) 17.17 (5.94) 15.09 (5.61) 

Mean Step-up Score (SD) 12.59 (7.45) 11.71 (6.51) 

Mean Last Score (SD) 10.66 (6.95) 10.19 (6.35) 

at last LIPI session 
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When change was explored using the RCSI index (Appendix 11 shows calculations) this 

pattern is repeated with more people achieving a RCSI between the assessment and 

stepping-up session compared to the stepping-up and the last sessions (Tables 13 and 14). 

Table 13: Number of People Achieving Reliable and Clinically Significant 
Improvement on PHQ-9 for Stepped-up Group at Significant Time Points (N=98). 

Time Points No RCSI RCSI RCSD 

First to Step-up (N) 59 36 3 

Step-up to last (N) 72 22 4 

First to Last (N) 44 51 3 

Table 14: Number of People Achieving Reliable and Clinically Significant 
Improvement on GAD-7 for Stepped-up Group at Significant Time Points (N=98). 

Time Points No RCSI RCSI RCSD 

First to Step-up (N) 66 26 6 

Step-up to last (N) 79 14 5 

First to Last (N) 39 56 3 
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4. Study 1 Discussion 

The results of this study indicate that people who are stepped-up do not differ significantly 

from those who received only LIPI or CBT on a range of assessment characteristics or their 

outcomes. In addition, stepping-up could not be predicted from the assessment 

characteristics investigated. The GAD-7 score at assessment did have some predictive value 

along with the progress on the PHQ-9 between assessment and the first contact but far too 

little to be transferred into clinical practice. These are cautious conclusions in relation to the 

CBT group where the number of cases did not meet the requirements of the power 

calculation. 

The only statistically significant difference between the groups at assessment was the mean 

anxiety score which was lower in the LIPI only group compared to the stepped-up and CBT 

groups. This indicates that those with higher anxiety are potentially more likely to be 

stepped-up. For this finding to be useful in clinical practice would require a value, above 

which stepping-up could reliably be predicted. The numbers of people in each of the GAD- 

7 severity categories (Spitzer et al., 2006) were therefore compared between groups. There 

was no difference when the three groups were compared on the number of people in the 

GAD-7 severity categories. This may be because the numbers, particularly in the CBT 

group, rendered the analysis under-powered or may reflect the reality which is that the 

groups are generally too similar to see any such difference in anxiety severity. 

These results do not provide any evidence to suggest that a particular group of individuals 

would not benefit from LIPI. All three groups are similar in their assessment characteristics 

and these do not predict stepping-up even in combination. The range of variables 
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investigated was limited to those collected by the service and clearly further research is 

required to understand what characterises people who are stepped-up. This remains an 

important question because essentially these people are unlikely to have a good outcome 

with LIPI. Understanding the reasons for this will help to develop these interventions and a 

more sophisticated stepped care model. Although this study investigated predictors of 

stepping-up, it does offer some support to the limited literature regarding outcome 

prediction following LIPI. By using practice based evidence, it remedies some of 

methodological issues potentially responsible for statistically non-significant findings in 

relation to outcome prediction. It therefore supports other studies that have failed to find 

any strong predictors of outcome (e. g. Andersson et al., 2004; Buwalda & Bouman, 2008; 

Helleström & Ost, 1996). 

From the service model4 it was expected that a higher proportion of people classified as 

moderately to severely depressed/anxious and a higher proportion of specific diagnoses 

such as OCD, PTSD would be found in the CBT only group. This difference was not found 

perhaps because "primary problem" is defined by the referrer rather than the person who 

conducts the assessment or potentially due to the low sample size of the CBT only group. 

The measures of severity are symptom specific and do not capture the impact on general 

functioning that may be a factor in how clinicians define severity. Finally, the descriptions 

of stepped care models suggest that people are stepped-up if they do not make sufficient 

progress with the lower steps (Bower & Gilbody, 2005; Davinson, 2000; Treasure et al., 

1996). Conversely this study found that people who were stepped-up changed significantly 

4 Specific reference not included to maintain anonymity of service 
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more on the outcome measures between assessment and their last LIPI session compared to 

the last LIPI session and their outcome. 

These are puzzling results which may be explained by a variety of methodological and 

service factors. It is firstly important to note that the stepped-up session was defined by the 

researcher rather than the service as the last session of LIPI before CBT commenced. In 

addition the number of sessions of LIPI varied considerably between individuals which 

may have cofounded the results. It is possible that the decision to step-up was made early 

in treatment but the LIPI was continued until a CBT therapist was available and some 

benefit may have been gained. The outcomes on the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 were considered 

separately so this analysis will not have captured those people who changed on one 

measure but not the other. In relation to the research literature, this finding may represent 

the dose-response curve that has been found in traditional therapies where the majority of 

change occurs in the first few sessions (Lambert & Ogles, 2004). There is evidence that this 

occurs even in interventions of just three sessions (Barkham, Shapiro, Hardy & Rees, 

1999). 

Those who were stepped-up did not differ significantly in their outcomes compared either 

to those who received only LIPI or those who received CBT only. More people achieved 

RCSI with a LIPI although this difference was not statistically significant. This pattern was 

also found when outcomes were computed using the criteria used by Richards and Suckling 

(2009). Again, more people were improved, recovered and in remission in the LIPI group 

compared to the other two groups on both measures. The mean change from first to last 

session does not significantly differ between the groups. 
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Whichever method of outcome evaluation is used, around 50% of people achieved a 

clinical change by their last session indicating that the intervention matched their needs. 

This percentage is not dissimilar to the effectiveness found for all psychological therapies 

(Wampold, 2001). It is useful to note that people who are stepped-up do not achieve 

drastically better or worse outcomes that those who have just a LIPI or CBT. Given the 

difference in the mean number of contacts per group it could be argued that clinical change 

is achieved more quickly with a LIPI compared to CBT and those who are stepped-up. It 

may be that the symptom specific measures do not capture the change that was important to 

service users who potentially received a useful service. Likewise a limitation of the study is 

that the case status at the last session was not included in the analysis i. e. was the ending 

planned, unplanned etc. The people who remained at a clinical level or achieved a non- 

RCSI may have dropped-out and it is important that future research addresses this. 

4.1 Strengths and Limitations 

This study has good external validity due to the use of practice based evidence. Given that 

such a small proportion of people were stepped-up, it is argued that it would be difficult to 

investigate this area in any other way (See Barkham & Mellor-Clark, 2003 for discussion). 

One limitation is that data is collected by clinicians on an evolving database. There was far 

more missing data than was anticipated and in order to compare the groups and combine 

variables in a regression analysis only cases with complete data were used which 

significantly reduced the sample sizes. In addition, it is possible that some data was entered 
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inaccurately and there may be variation in how clinicians record certain data. The study 

was limited to investigating variables that were collected by the service and it is suggested 

that other variables may be useful to consider when furthering this work in the future. 
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Study 2: 

Understanding the Experience of Stepping-up 
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5. Study 2 Method 

5.1 Rationale for Methodology. 

This study used Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) a qualitative methodology 

suited to investigating novel, complex or process issues where the focus is on 

understanding how people make sense of their experiences (Brocki & Wearden, 2006; 

Smith, Jarman, & Osborn, 1999; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). IPA makes an 

assumption that it is impossible to fully access the lived experience of the individual (Smith 

et al., 1999, Smith et al., 2009; Willig, 2001). In light of this, IPA explicitly acknowledges 

the dynamic process that occurs between the researcher and the interviewees (Smith et al., 

1999). 

5.2 Recruitment 

A sample was recruited from the IAPT pilot site of people who had been stepped-up from 

LIPI to CBT (as defined in Study 1). IPA suggests purposive sampling of a homogeneous 

group in order to explore a subject area in depth rather than breadth (Smith et al., 1999; 

Smith & Osborn, 2003; Willig, 2001). Therefore, people who had been discharged 

following CBT and those who were nearing the end of treatment were targeted first in the 

recruitment. Figure 4 illustrates the recruitment process and Appendices 12-14 contain the 

information given to participants. 
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Figure 4: Recruitment Flow in Study 2. 

100 Fliers and Letters 
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included in another 
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5.3 Participants 

Eleven participants were included in the analysis. 10 were female and I male, aged between 

36 and 57 and all were White British. Two reported still to be having CBT sessions and 

nine reported having completed their treatment. Although data on which workers they saw 

was not collected, it is noteworthy that nine of the participants named the same person as 

their CBT therapist. 

5.4 Data Collection 

Semi-structured interviews were undertaken at local health centres or participants' homes 

lasting between 45 and 90 minutes. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. 

Participants received a £10 retail voucher following their participation in the study. 

The interview template (Appendix 15) was constructed in line with recommendations that 

open questions which avoid making assumptions should be used (Smith, 1999; 2009; 

Willig, 2001). Drafts were modified based on discussion with a supervisor and a User 

Researcher. The aim of the interview was to understand the experience of the whole service 

for people who were identified as having the particular experience of stepping-up in order 

to broaden the analysis. 

5.5 Analysis 

The analysis was conducted following recent guidance by Smith et al. (2009). Each 

transcript was analysed separately prior to looking across cases. Initially a transcript was 

read and re-read noting initial responses to the data in the left hand margin. These 

annotations included descriptive statements, questions, comments on language use, 
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omissions, etc. As a transcript was re-read multiple times emerging themes were labelled 

and noted in the right hand margin. The emergent themes aimed to be more conceptual 

incorporating psychological terminology where appropriate with the aim of "capturing 

something about the essential quality of what is represented by the text" (Willig, 2001, p. 

55). A master table of the clustered themes was constructed along with relevant quotes and 

line numbers from the transcripts. The raw data was referred to throughout this process to 

ensure that the interpretation fitted with the context of the raw data. This process was 

repeated with each of the transcripts. Appendix 16 illustrates a worked example of these 

stages. 

Finally, patterns of emergent themes were developed across the cases using the summary 

tables, moving back and forth between these and the transcripts. Looking across the cases 

allowed the super-ordinate themes to emerge with the focus firmly on trying to understand 

how people made sense of stepping-up. 

5.6 Validity and User Involvement 

The researcher is a White British female Trainee Clinical Psychologist in her mid twenties 

who has also worked as a LIW but not in the service in question. She has a strong interest 

in IAPT and is passionate about the principle of this program. Having delivered both low 

and high intensity interventions to adults with common mental health problems, she holds 

some beliefs about the strengths and limitations of the LIPI and had some ideas about how 

people may make sense of stepping-up although was keen to remain open-minded. To aid 

reflexivity the researcher kept a reflective log, engaged in supervision and regular meetings 

with the User Researcher which maintained a transparent audit trail. 
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In addition to the main analysis, three transcripts were analysed by a User Researcher who 

carried out the initial noting and developed emergent themes. The User Researcher is 

experienced in qualitative methods including IPA. She has accessed psychological therapy 

within the NHS but not in the service in question. She is active in the Service User 

Involvement movement and is interested in improving the service user experience. 

Although both individuals felt that they shared a similar perspective regarding the service 

user experience, it was decided to embrace and explore any differences in the emerging 

themes from the transcripts read by both people rather than try and force the two together. 
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6. Study 2 Results 

Five super-ordinate themes were found in all eleven transcripts. Figure 5 illustrates the 

suggestion of how these themes fit together to understand the experience of stepping-up. 

Each theme is discussed in turn with reference to the sub-ordinate themes (in italics) with 

illustrative verbatim quotes. Names of participants are changed and the acronyms LIW and 

CBT are inserted in place of worker names or identifying pronouns, [... ] indicates a gap in 

the verbatim quote inserted for readability. 

Figure 5: Making Sense of Stepping-up: Diagram Illustrating Themes and the 

Suggested Link between Them 
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6.1 The "Fit" of the Intervention 

For all participants the degree of "fit" between the interventions and their needs was a key 

aspect of their experience of the stepped care service and something to which they 

attributed change/lack of change. Some stated the intervention "suited me very well" 

(Gina) while others held different views: 

Ellie: "I felt like I was drowning and someone was throwing a ring to me that 

landed about ten miles away. " 

The first sub-ordinate theme was Collaboration. It seemed important that the worker went 

at the individuals' pace and had a shared understanding of their goals and circumstances. 

Several respondents experienced the worker taking the lead rather than collaborating and 

"telling" them what to do or "pushing" them to do particular tasks. 

Fiona: "I kept thinking this is not for me and s/he was following what s/he thought 

was his/her thing of treatment but s/he was forcing me to do these things that I 

wasn't ready to do. " 

Some participants, however, felt that the workers were collaborative and moved at their 

pace. This was evidenced with the use of the pronoun "we" as opposed to "she/he". 

Gina: "When someone empathises and sympathises with that and then goes into a 

more persuasive `well shall we try a little step' kind of thing... to me that is a much 

better approach ... anyway s/he probably picked up that it was going to work better. " 

The theme of "Fit" was also captured by the sub-ordinate theme Flexibility. Some 

participants described the intervention being delivered flexibly, whereas others described 
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both the intervention and their worker as "structured" (Irene), "clerical" (Duncan), 

"business like" (Kerry), "rigid" (Ellie). 

Ellie: "It was just like these pre-programmed responses, everything was pre- 

programmed offa sheet you could have got a robot to do them all. " 

There was diversity in how people felt the service/treatment was tailored to their needs. 

Heidi: "S/he adapted it to the needs of the person s/he was dealing with ... it 
felt 

personal... there would be a standard format won't there because I'm certain on that 

it's always done on a format.... but you wouldn't have known it, it was meant for 

me... " 

Jackie: "I feel like I have had an individual service. " 

Gina: "It was done over the telephone which is brilliant because you don't have to 

get changed and you don't have to get washed and I know that sounds awful but 

when you are in a depressed state it is a mountain to climb just to get yourself 

washed and changed to leave the house. " 

6.2 Relationships with Workers 

All participants described their relationship with the workers as being paramount to their 

experiences. Again, they attributed change/lack of change to various aspects of these 

relationships. There was considerable diversity in what was found to enable and hinder the 

formation and maintenance of relationships. 
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Several participants described their experience of Feeling Important and Cared For. Some 

shared that their worker had put time and effort into planning their sessions or remembered 

what they had said previously. Most had been told explicitly that they could always call 

between appointments and had a sense that the service was "always there". 

Heidi: "I was important to [LIWJ and to [CBTJ no matter what else were going off 

and what other schedules they had, and where they had to be next I was important 

at that minute in time and that's huge as well. " 

Conversely, a proportion of participants felt that their worker was busy and this was the 

reason they had telephone rather than face-to-face contact at the first step of the service. 

Claire: "I saw him/her once and then we kept in touch over the phone. I talked to 

him/her that way because I understood s/he was very busy and I appreciate that 

because I am not the only one. " 

Another sub-ordinate theme was the Sense of Understanding participants felt their worker 

had of their situation and in turn how the worker helped the individual understand their 

difficulties, translating what they were experiencing into'something manageable. 

Irene: "[CBTJ's got an empathy of what I'm experiencing and is able to translate 

that... s/he knows I'm trying to do my best. " 

There were a number of participants who felt that the telephone had been a barrier to the 

worker understanding them and emphasised the importance of visual contact in feeling 

understood. 
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Fiona: "... and it was talking to a faceless voice and because of where I was at that 

particular time all I saw was on the other end of the phone somebody sniggering, 

laughing and rolling their eyes as if to say `oh god hurry up'.. " 

Duncan: "How could my caseworker know if I'm sitting shaking like a leaf and 

sweat pouring off me and gripping hold of the chair for dear life, s/he'd no idea. 

Not got a clue... " 

Within the relationships with workers some respondents spoke about the importance of the 

Ease of Talking with the person. 

Claire: "[CBTJ makes you feel at ease when you talk to her/him. " 

Others felt strongly that the mode of delivery (telephone or face-to-face) had a negative 

impact on how comfortable they felt talking to their worker. Again, there were diverse 

experiences of this. 

Alice: "I did feel a bit... perhaps because it was over the phone ... 
but I didn't feel 

that I could talk to him/her. " 

Jackie: "I felt more relaxed over the telephone... for somebody that is depressed that 

lack of pressure is a big help... it means the talking part of therapy is easier because 

that is all you are concentrating on. " 

Some people also spoke how easy it was to be Open and Honest with their worker. This 

was mainly mentioned with regard to the telephone being perceived as hindering the 

development of a relationship compared to face-to-face contact. 
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Kerry: "I think the telephone interviews, anyone can get round them where as when 

someone is face-to-face not that you would lie for any reason but just sometimes 

you don't lie but you don't tell the complete truth, you just want to keep things to 

yourself... whereas when I saw [CBTJ face-to-face it was a lot easier to talk to 

him/her whereas over the phone I just said `yes, yes'. " 

The final sub-ordinate theme was the Perception of Competence which several people 

highlighted as important to how confident they felt in the worker. 

Ellie: "I felt like maybe the staff, I don't know if they had had some sort of quick 

training.... and I felt that s/he was a little bit out of his/her depth with some of the 

experiences that people had. " 

Duncan: "I do believe [CBTJ more trained because [LIW] is only trained to deal, to 

give you treatment, tell you what to do... " 

6.2 Experience of Change 

This super-ordinate theme is woven through people's accounts of the service. The variation 

within this appears to have an important influence on how people then made sense of 

stepping-up. The Degree and Impact of Change were frequently mentioned. A number of 

people described all or part of their service experience as resulting a large amount of 

change and having a hugely positive impact on their lives, some even felt it was "life 

saving" (Heidi). 

Kerry: "massive response... felt the best I have in probably 6 years. " 
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Claire: "You know when I first started with [LIW] and [CBT] there was one black 

tunnel and there was no light at the end of it but when I finished with [LIW] there 

was a little bit of light at the end but a long way off but now the light seems to be 

becoming brighter and brighter. " 

Linked with this is the Attribution of Change. This encompasses which aspect of their 

experience people held responsible for change/lack of change. Some people feel strongly 

about the mode of delivery of the interventions, others were very animated about the 

techniques they had integrated into their lives. 

Kerry: "I didn't really feel the benefit or value because it wasn't face-to face" 

Jackie: "... you are self-helping and it gave you the power to get yourself better, it 

gave you the tools and the techniques but it was the power to use them. " 

Brenda: "I get up in a morning and I know I have got to wash so the night before I 

set my diary exactly how they did... " 

6.3 Power 

This theme was present in all transcripts, often related to the workers' power, and had an 

impact on many aspects of the respondents' experiences of the service. Participants' sense 

of powerlessness came from their Desperation for help. 

Heidi: "All I knew were someone finally were gonna help me and it didn't matter 

what it involved, it didn't matter what they wanted me to do... " 
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In all of the transcripts it was clear that participants experienced a lack of Choice and 

Knowledge. 

Alice: "S/he told me when I went to see her at the Doctors Surgery you know 'I will 

phone you up and you will have a phone call appointment'. " 

Even Gina, who was very positive about the use of telephone and her overall service 

experience, still indicated that she was given little choice. 

[Interviewer: "was there a choice offered to you over the telephone or face to 

face? "] 

Gina: "I don't think there was no. It was a case of `we do this over the phone'. " 

Few people were aware at the outset that there was anything other than the LIPI or 

telephone contact on offer. 

Kerry: "I wasn't aware... that there was an opportunity to have face-to face contact. 

If had known I would have asked for that in the first few weeks. " 

Irene: "I don't know what treatments I should've had. " 

Ellie, who had experience of accessing a number of different therapies, stated that she had 

never been given information about the available therapies or which ones may suit her. 

Duncan described his sense of this service in relation to choice. 

Duncan ".. but you're not given the choice because it's like a conveyor belt. You've 

j`' got all these people on the conveyor belt, and they've got to push so many people off 

to get more people on. So that's the way it is it's a conveyor belt. If they can push 

you off back into work then they push you off back into work, if they can't they'll 
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push you off onto somebody else. So it's just a case of pushing somebody of so they 

can put somebody else back on. " 

The final aspect of this theme relates specifically to stepping-up and is the experience of 

Decision Making. The interviewees had different understandings of why they were being 

stepped-up. Interestingly no-one described it using this term, rather they were "passed on" 

or "referred on". Some had the idea that this was because of a lack of progress with the 

LIPI, others thought it was because they could only have so many LIPI sessions. The 

respondents described knowing that they were not progressing but not voicing this and not 

being asked. Although speaking passionately in the interview, Irene did not voice her 

concerns that she was not making any progress with her LIW during treatment. 

Irene: "I'm trying to make this work so am I allowed to say `no I'm sorry this isn't 

working for me I don't want it anymore? ' Or have I got to wait for him/her to say 'I 

don't think this is right for you I'd like to pass you onto somebody else'. " 

Stepping-up was often experienced as a decision made on the basis of the outcome 

measures or opinion of the LIW, not a collaborative decision including the individual. 

Some also understood that the decision was made by the worker and a manager. 

Brenda "[LIW] said `this lady needs more time' and s/he [manager] said 'yes she 

can have more time'. " 

Duncan: "... by a certain amount of time your anxiety and depression scores should 

have come down significantly, whereas my depression came down, my anxiety score 

was staying the same, which is why I got referred on at the end because we weren't 

getting anywhere in that respect. " 
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Two participants described a different experience where their worker collaborated with 

them. Even here there is a sense that they had to be stepped-up, they could not continue 

with LIPI even if they were finding this helpful. 

Jackie: "[LIWJ didn't force me it was my decision in the end. I had to say yes or else 

I don't know what would have happened. [LIWJ recommended it quite strongly and 

explained it quite clearly what it was... " 

The final sub-ordinate theme Self-Esteem and Assertiveness emerged in how respondents 

described their experience of their mental health problem and the impact this had on their 

sense of power in relation to the service. 

Kerry: "I'd gone from a really good career to having no confidence and fairly low 

self-esteem, suicidal thoughts.. .1 couldn't read a paper, I couldn't turn the news 

on... I just closed the outside world off... " 

6.5 Emotional Experience of Stepping-up 

The process of stepping-up for those who had been unaware of anything other than LIPI 

seemed to bring them Hope that something might help them. 

Ellie: "At least there is some kind of progression to it and the biggest thing for me is 

if something hasn't worked or not fully worked, they have referred me onto 

something different straight away and that has made a huge difference, that focus to 

just recovering. " 

This also included individuals experiencing validation of their own sense of lack of 

progress. 
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Fiona: "Well I thought at last you are listening because I couldn't do the things s/he 

was telling me to do! " 

Participants also experienced what has been termed Frustration, Anxiety and Rejection. A 

minority described anxiety about moving on from the LIPI and LIW that they were finding 

helpful. 

Claire: "the first couple of times I was a bit wary ... I thought if 'I can't talk to 

him/her like I talked to [LIWJ' then I thought `I am going to end up back at square 

one again, that was the scary part. " 

Despite a number of individuals feeling hope at stepping-up there was a sense of frustration 

that they had not been aware of further interventions and had to endure the lack of change 

and the distress before stepping-up. Many described that they had "wasted time" or were 

"jumping through hoops" with the LIPI. 

Fiona: "I was in a real dark place you know and yet they were content just to let me 

carry on and battle through every day while all this red tapes going on, letters had 

been sent and telephone calls are made, you're sat there screaming for someone to 

help you, you know? " 

A smaller number of individuals recalled that at the time of stepping-up they felt rejected 

and let down by the LIW and a sense of failure having not been able to gain more from the 

LIPI. 
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Ellie: "... I felt like s/he didn't want to see me and couldn't cope. Maybe that was my 

illness and me taking that the wrong way but for me, I took that ending as sort of a 

failure on myself. " 

Irene "I felt really let down because I thought I'd wasted my time. I felt as i fl was 

trying my best, I can't do this alone but have I just wasted the last 4 months because 

I've got nothing from this? " 

Gina and Heidi had more Neutral emotional reaction to stepping-up. This was linked with 

their pathway from LIPI to CBT being decided from the beginning to deal with different 

aspects of there problems. 

Gina: "It was fine for me because it was a different issue .... In this particular 

instance I was starting again because it was a different therapist for a different 

illness for want of a better word so it wasn't actually a problem. Having a different 

therapist was almost better I think. " 

6.6 Understanding Stepping-up 

The importance of stepping-up in relation to these peoples' overall service experience was 

due to their experience of the other aspects of the service. In analysing the transcripts a 

common understanding of how these people made sense of stepping-up emerged which 

applied to all of the individuals and is illustrated in Figure 5. The sense-making of 

stepping-up and the Emotional Experience of this process was influenced by the 

comparisons people made between their experience of LIPI and CBT interventions and 

workers. These comparisons drew on the Experience of Change; the degree and impact of 

change and where in their journey people attributed this change. The key themes were those 
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described above, that of The "Fit" of the Intervention to their needs and the Relationship 

with Workers. Also impacting on this sense-making is their sense of Power in terms of their 

desperation, choice and knowledge and input on the decision to step-up. 
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7. Study 2 Discussion 

Despite having diverse experiences of this service and stepping-up, the main themes in 

these participants' experience were similar. The five super-ordinate themes and a common 

process by which people made sense of stepping-up by comparing their experiences of LIPI 

and CBT were found in all eleven transcripts. 

A strength and limitation of this study was the decision to interview people about their 

experience of the whole service rather than specifically focus on stepping-up. This 

permitted the analysis of this process in relation to experiences before and after stepping-up 

and the impact of these stages on one another. This retrospective perspective undoubtedly 

impacted on interviewees' sense-making. Interviewing people at the time of stepping-up 

may offer a very different perspective. What was clear, yet surprising, was the complexity 

of the experience of this service and stepping-up. This seems to be due to the impact of the 

therapeutic process on the individual and the impact of the organisation/system on the 

individual. 

7.1 Therapeutic Process 

It is suggested that the two themes, Relationships with Workers and Experience of Change, 

related to individuals' experience of the therapeutic process in the LIPI and CBT. Within 

the theme Experience of Change interviewees in varying degrees, attributed change to 

specific techniques from the LIPI and CBT interventions (e. g. thought challenging, activity 

planning). What was striking was the richness of information regarding the relationship 

with their LIW and CBT therapist, and how much change/lack of change they attributed to 

this relationship. There was diversity in the aspects of the relationship which were 
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important (e. g. therapist competence, ease of talking) but it was clearly central to the 

service experience. Where interviewees felt there were barriers to forming and maintaining 

a relationship, they spoke passionately about how much this had influenced their 

experience of a particular step and consequently this impacted on their experience of 

stepping-up. Where the relationship with the LIW was perceived to be poor and then more 

positive with the CBT therapist, the emotional experience was often relief. Others who had 

more positive relationships with the LIW recalled being more apprehensive about stepping- 

up. 

The finding that specific techniques and the therapeutic relationship were important in 

people's experience of change reflects what is commonly found in the literature regarding 

traditional, one-to-one therapies. Lambert (1992) estimates that 15% of therapeutic change 

can be accounted for by specific factors, 15% by expectancy, 30% by therapeutic alliance 

and 40% by extra therapeutic factors. Wampold (2001) has argued that far less change can 

be attributed to specific techniques, in the region of 8%, and over 70% is likely to be 

attributable to "common factors" which includes the therapeutic alliance. It is accepted that, 

dependent on therapeutic orientation, the therapeutic relationship is considered necessary if 

not sufficient for successful outcome of therapy (Hardy, Cahill, & Barkham, 2007). 

The finding that these factors were important to the experience of CBT is unsurprising and 

supports the existing literature (Hardy et al., 2007). What is fascinating is that even in LIPI 

the relationship holds such importance where, by definition, there is considerably less 

contact with a worker than in traditional therapy. Other qualitative guided self-help studies 

have similarly found the importance of speaking with a worker in service users' perceptions 
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of change (MacDonald, Mead, Bowers, Richards, & Lovell, 2007; Rogers, Oliver, Bower, 

Lovell, & Richards, 2004). However, neither the role of specific techniques nor the 

therapeutic alliance has been examined in relation to the process of change with LIPI. 

Richardson and Richards (2006) highlight that the premise of pure self-help is that the 

specific factors in CBT are distilled and the relationship with a worker is dispensed of. 

They hypothesise that the exclusion/minimisation of the relationship in pure self-help may 

account for its more recent mediocre performance in the effectiveness literature. They 

propose that the development of self-help should attempt to facilitate a therapeutic alliance 

with the materials themselves (Richardson & Richards, 2006). The findings of the current 

study suggest that where a worker facilitates LIPI, the relationship with them is potentially 

very important to the change process. 

7.2 Organisational Influences 

It is suggested that the themes Power and the "Fit" of the Intervention are related to the 

influence of the organisation/system on the individuals' service experience and hence their 

experience of stepping-up. Within the "Fit" of the Intervention the interviewees spoke 

about the importance of collaboration and flexibility. Broadly, flexible collaborative 

interventions and experiences were perceived as positive (e. g. having LIPI and CBT for 

different aspects of mental health problems). People described negative experiences where 

interventions and workers were perceived as being structured and prescriptive. Power is 

interpreted as having a key role in mediating the emotional experience of stepping-up. 

Participants who felt frustrated at stepping-up tended to be those who had not been given 

information that anything other than LIPI was available and were not consulted over their 

treatment options. A number of interviewees had a sense that if they had been given the 
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choice about, for example, face-to-face or telephone sessions, they would have opted for 

the one which matched their needs and saved a lot of "wasted time". 

The influence of these themes on the experiences of the interviewees is in line with a wide 

qualitative mental health literature on empowerment and choice. Fitzsimons and Fuller 

(2002) review this literature and suggest that building empowerment with service users 

should be central to all mental health services and requires; collaboration, a flexible, 

individualized, strengths focussed approach and the facilitation of social support (p. 490). 

Nelson, Lord and Ochocka (2001) found a number of empowering processes that facilitated 

recovery in mental health. These included; access to resources, the ability to make choices 

about treatment plans and services and meaningful participation in services. With regard to 

choice and information Lanugharne and Priebe (2006) suggest that choice may improve 

outcomes "by improving patient attitudes to the treatment they have actively chosen, by 

increasing the patients' sense of control, or by the patients successfully matching their 

needs to the appropriate treatment" (p. 846). This study found similar themes in relation to 

this pilot stepped care service and therefore supports this literature. The existing literature 

mainly reports findings from studies with the users of secondary and tertiary mental health 

services (Fitzsimons & Fuller, 2002; Lanugharne & Priebe, 2006; Nelson et al., 2001). 

Demonstrating the potential impact of the organisation on an individuals' service 

experience in this stepped care service indicates that similar issues may be present for 

mental health service users across the spectrum. 
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7.3 Strengths and Limitations 

These findings are considered to be valid and reliable in the context of criteria for 

conducting and reporting qualitative research (Elliott et al., 1999; Smith, 2003; Smith et al., 

2009). The researcher acknowledged pre-conceived ideas about the topic from her 

experience essentially as both a low and high intensity worker, however, regular peer 

supervision, maintaining a clear audit trail and keeping a reflective log illustrates how 

reflexivity was incorporated into the analysis. A further strength of the study was the 

analysis of three transcripts by a User Researcher. Although an a priori decision was made 

to highlight any differences in interpretation, one sub-ordinate theme self-esteem and 

assertiveness became integral to the researchers' analysis following discussions with the 

User Researcher and was therefore incorporated into the final list of themes. This is 

considered appropriate in the context of IPA as an iterative process. The validity of the 

findings could have been strengthened had they been sent and verified by the participants 

themselves. 

Caution must be taken when generalising these results as they are based on only eleven 

individuals' experiences all of whom were self-selecting and found their CBT helpful. The 

homogeneity of the sample meant that all interviewees spoke about their experience of 

stepping-up retrospectively. This perspective is integral to their sense making of stepping- 

up via the comparative process described. It is acknowledged that interviewing people at 

the time of stepping-up may offer a very different perspective along with interviewing 

those who had less favourable experiences of CBT. In addition all participants were 

recruited from one service which is still under development. It is likely, given the number 

of factors that were found to influence the experience of stepping-up, that this experience in 
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another service may well be very different. A larger research team would have enabled 

more participants to be interviewed and improved the convergent validity of the findings. 
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8. General Discussion 

These studies are the first to have investigated stepping-up within a stepped care service 

model. The utility of exploring stepping-up using both qualitative and quantitative methods 

is in the conclusions that can be drawn by bringing both studies together. 

The published descriptions of stepped care models suggest that stepping-up should occur 

when an individual does not make clinically significant progress with a LIPI (e. g. 

Davinson, 2000). A number of authors highlight that neither clinical change nor the number 

of sessions of LIPI have been quantified (Bower & Gilbody, 2005; Parry et al., 2005). The 

findings in this study reflect this ambiguity and suggest that in practice people may be 

stepped-up for a variety of reasons. The evidence for this suggestion is in the range of LIPI 

sessions attended prior to stepping-up (1-19, Figure 3) with around 40% of people who 

were stepped-up having just 1 or 2 sessions of LIPI. It is argued that "lack of progress" may 

not have been the reason for stepping-up in these cases. In addition, although the majority 

of interviewees felt that they had been stepped-up due to lack of progress, a number of 

them said that they had received a LIPI for depression and were stepped-up to CBT to deal 

with specific anxiety problems. 

The diversity in potential reasons for stepping-up may account for finding more change 

between assessment and the last LIPI session compared to the last LIPI and last CBT 

sessions in this group. It is also not surprising that no predictors of stepping-up were found, 

nor were there differences between the three groups (LIPI only, CBT only and Stepped-up) 

at assessment. Essentially the variation in the reason for stepping-up is a confounding factor 

in these analyses. Undoubtedly within this group there will be individuals who were not 
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making progress with LIPI. It is suggested that common variables that characterise this 

group may be evident in future analysis accounting for this confounding factor. 

It is unlikely that the absence variables of that predict stepping-up is entirely due to the 

diverse group included in this analysis. It is seems likely that as in traditional therapies, 

change as a result of a LIPI involves a complex interplay of factors (Parry et al., 2005). In 

particular, Study 2 highlights the potential role of the therapeutic alliance in LIPI. In 

traditional therapy estimates are that at least 30% of change may be attributed to the 

alliance (Lambert, 1992; Wampold, 2001). If the same is found in LIPI then specific 

variables relating to the service user are unlikely to account for a large proportion of the 

variance of stepping-up. 

Some authors have hypothesised potential negative effects of delaying access to treatments 

and treatment failure at lower levels in the stepped care models (Bower & Gilbody, 2005; 

Parry et al., 2005). The data from Study 1 indicates that on average the outcomes of people 

who are stepped-up are comparable with those who receive only LIPI or CBT. In addition, 

none of the interviewees reported any lasting negative effects of stepping-up. This is 

encouraging evidence in support of the stepped care model. There are, however, some 

important caveats. Firstly, this study did not investigate individuals who made poor 

progress with LIPI and dropped-out prior to being stepped-up or those who were stepped- 

up but did not attend CBT. To gain a full understanding of the impact of this model, the 

outcomes and experiences of these people must be clarified. 
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8.1 Further Work 

As an initial exploratory study into stepping-up many areas for future work have arisen. 

Following the suggestion that there may be reasons other than lack of progress for stepping- 

up, a greater understanding of how this service model is implemented in practice is 

required. Interviewing LIWs and/or supervisors may illuminate this issue further. With this 

knowledge, and an ever increasing database, it will be possible to divide those who have 

been stepped-up into more meaningful groups based on the reasons for this decision. 

Examining the outcomes of these different groups and interviewing individuals about their 

experiences will then allow more specific conclusions to be drawn. In addition, both 

qualitative and quantitative data regarding those who drop-out of the service following lack 

of progress with a LIPI or prior to stepping-up is required to evaluate the impact of this 

model on service users. 

This study suggests that examining the role of the therapeutic alliance in LIPI may be a 

useful avenue to explore in the development of these treatments. It is also suggested that the 

preference for telephone, face-to-face or computer delivery of LIPI is explored in relation 

to outcomes. 

8.2 Clinical and Service Implications 

Study 1 was possible only with access to routinely collected practice based evidence and 

highlights the extent of the research that can be achieved by integrating such systems into 

practice. Compulsory recording of the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 data made this a particularly 

useful database. However, large numbers of individuals were excluded from the analysis 

because of missing data. The importance of accurate, complete recording for all cases must 
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be emphasised to clinicians in order that important questions can be asked of the data that is 

recorded. . 

Although there are challenges in delivering LIPI flexibility, a number of interviewees spoke 

very highly of their LIW describing how they felt the intervention had been tailored to their 

needs. Clearly the techniques of those LIW who are successfully implementing LIPI should 

be closely examined as Wampold (2001) suggests in relation to traditional therapies. The 

role of the relationship with all workers was striking. All practitioners should be made 

aware of how central relationships can be to a service users' experience. It is suggested that 

where individuals are not progressing with LIPI, the alliance may be a useful focus in 

supervision as in traditional therapies. This is an approach used by Lambert et al. (2003) 

where patients' predicted trajectories are compared with their actual trajectories and where 

the two differ, supervision on the case and often the therapeutic relationship (Lambert et al., 

2003). Highlighting the choices that people have with regard to treatment may influence 

their service experience. In particular users should be given information and choice 

regarding the service and their options. Whilst practitioners may feel that they do this 

routinely, qualitative research indicates that it is necessary to regularly reiterate information 

(Martindale, Chambers, & Thompson, 2009). 
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9. Conclusions 

It can be concluded that in the current pilot of a stepped care model of service delivery, 

people who are stepped-up do not appear to be different to those who receive only a LIPI or 

CBT on a range on assessment variables. Stepping-up cannot be predicted from these 

variables. The outcomes for people who were stepped-up were comparable to the other 

groups investigated indicating that this pathway matches their needs. 

The interviews with people who were stepped-up from a LIPI to CBT suggest a common 

process of making sense of the experience of stepping-up and the emotional experience of 

this. Retrospectively, people seemed to be comparing their experience of LIPI and CBT 

with regard to the degree of "Fit" between the intervention and their needs, the Relationship 

with the Workers and the Experience of Change at these steps. The experience of Power 

also impacted on the sense making of this process. 

Together these findings suggest that, unlike the published descriptions of stepped care 

models, people may be stepped-up for a variety of reasons. This may account for the 

absence of predictors of stepping-up and disparities between the expected and actual 

change at different time points in this study. It is also suggested that as in traditional 

therapies, the relationship with the LIW may be an important factor in the process of 

change with an LIPI. 
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Appendix 6: PHQ-9 

U 

  

These questions are about depression and how it might affect you 

Over the last 2weeks how often have you Not Several More than Nearly 
been bothered by the following problems? at all days half the every day 

. .., ,"-, . ,_ - - ,, 
days 

1. Little iUerest or pleasure in doing things O0 D1 [J 2 03 

2. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless D0 01 02 3 

3. Trouble fang or staying asleep. [J 0 [J 1 Q2 03 
or sleeping too much 

4. Feeling tired or having little energy 130 [31 02 [33 

5. Poor appetite or overeating Q0 01 02 E]3 

6. Feeling bad about yourself - or that D0 01 02 3 
you are a failure or have let yourself 
or your family down 

7. 
I 
Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading Qp Q1 02 E]3 
the newspaper or watching television 

8. Moving or speaking so slowly that other people [J 0 01 02 D3 
could have noticed. Or the opposite - being so 
fidgety or restless that you have been moving 
around a lot more than usual 

9. Thoughts that you would be better off dead, 
ý :ýD ýlý 

1f Q2 3 
or of hurting yourself in some way 

10. B you checked off any problems. how cU ficul have these problems made it for you to do your work, 
take care of things at home, or get along with other people? 

Not difficult at al[] Somewhat difiwttQ Very difücuRD Extremely difficultQ 

PH" K adapkd tam PHIAE IA TODAY. developed by ors Robed L Spfaer. Ja e1 O. W. IMlamc, Kurt Kreme, and 
aoleagt wri ft an eaucaworal gent torn Plaer Inc. FI: n ! search hdommas^ ooatact Cr Splay A Ite rol&ea+. Use 
of wq-9 maybe madee In azcardanoe With the Terms of Uee "We at IuV: 6W Wpft . com. Capyl d (C)1999 Peer 
rlc All ngnoc reaenrea. PRIME ºo TODAY 16 a Vademat of PUK Inc. 

Zrr7uea 
800 LWr E.. a. i - Not for nepAauc I 

11111111111 

0 
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Appendix 7: GAD-7 

These questions are about anxiety and stress and how it might be affecting 
you 

Over the last 2 weeks how often have Not Several More Nearly 
you been bothered by the following at all days than half every 
problems? the days day 

1. Feeling nervous, anxious or on edge Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

2. Not being able to stop or control worrying Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

3. Worrying too much about different things Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

4. Trouble relaxing Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

5. Being so restless that it is hard to sit still Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

6. Becoming easily annoyed or irritable Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

7. Feeling afraid as if something awful might ha ppen Q Q Q Q 

0 1 2 3 

8. If you checked off any problems, how difficult have these problems made it for you 
to do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people? 

QQQ Q 
Not difficult Somewhat Very Extremely 

at all difficult difficult difficult 

For office use only 
PHD-9/GAD VERSION: 

ID NUMBER: STAGE: DATE: 

11-1 1 171 

The GAD-7 was developed by Drs Rober L Spitzer. Kurt Woenke. Janet B. W. Williams. and Bernd Lowe. For research 
information, contact Dr. Spitzer at rlsGookimbia. edu. Copyright (c) 2005 Pizer kic. M riots reserved. Reproduced w: th 
penn ss+on. 

= LAPT EY3uaI on - Not for ReproQUdron 

0 

0 111111111111 0 
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Appendix 8: Example of Stepped Care Model 

This is the diagram featured in the NICE guidelines for depression (NICE, 2004b). It 

illustrates the actions/treatments at each step and who is should be treated at these steps. 

Step 5: Inpatient 
care, crisis teams 

Risk to Ilfe, severe self- 
neglect 

Medication, combined 
treatments, ECT 

Step 4: Mental health 
specialists including 

crisis teams 

Step 3: Primary care team, 
primary care mental health 

worker 

Step 2: Primary care team, 
primary care mental health 

worker 

Step 1: GP, practice nurse 

Treatment-resistant, recurrent, 
atypical and psychotic 

depression, and those at 
significant risk 

Moderate or severe 
depression 

Mild depression 

Recognition 

Medication, complex 
psychological 

Interventions, combined 
treatments 

Medication, psychological 
Interventions, social 

support 
Watchful waiting, guided 
self-help, computerised 

CBT, exercise, brief 
psychological interventions 

Assessment 
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Appendix 9: Explanation of Outcome Measurement Used 

This appendix details the definitions and calculations used to determine outcomes from the 

PHQ-9 and GAD-7 in this study in addition to computing mean change on these measures 

from assessment to last session. 

Method 1: Reliable and Clinically Significant Improvement 

Evans et al. (1998) state that reliable and clinically significant improvement is a way of 

describing the change in the individual in relation to the change seen in the whole sample 

(p. 70). It is a particularly useful measure of change because it is comparable across 

measures. It looks at whether the person has changed beyond that which could be attributed 

to measurement error (Reliable Change) and then does the outcome for the individual 

compare to scores observed in clinically meaningful comparison groups (Clinical Change). 

Improvement is considered Reliable if the change between pre- and post-treatment 

measures are greater than 1.96 x Standard Error of the difference. Likewise if the change is 

more than -1.96 x Standard Error then a Reliable Deterioration has occurred. Standard 

Error is calculated using the following formula; 

SEdifference=SDi 2sI1-r 

SEdifference = Standard Error of the difference 
SDI = Standard Deviation of baseline observations in the sample of interest 
r= coefficient a for the scale 

Clinically Significant Improvement can be calculated using three different formulae. The 

most common and useful utilises the mean and standard deviation of a scale found in the 

normal population. For the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 however, there are no UK norms. Löwe et 

al., (2008) have produced norms for the GAD-7 in a German Population in a good quality 
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study however, a UK population would be far superior for the current study. The only 

norms that have been located for the PHQ-9 are based on an American all female 

gynaecological sample which is unlikely to be representative of the general UK population 

(Kroenke et al., 2001). This means that to calculate clinically significant change the only 

calculation which does not rely upon a normative sample is looking at whether pre to post- 

treatment change is more than 2 standard deviations from the original mean i. e. 

Meanpre-treatment -2X SDpre-treatment =A 

Change >A is clinically significant. 

The mean and standard deviation values were calculated from the whole sample used in the 

analysis i. e. N= 256 (LIPI only + Stepped-up + CBT only). The calculations are as follows; 

For the PHQ-9; 

" Pre-treatment SD in sample (N=256) = 5.99 
"r=0.89 (Kroenke et al., 2001) 
" Therefore SEdiffe, e�ce = 2.809 
" Reliable Change cutoff = 1.96 x 2.809 = 5.51 
" Pre-treatment Mean in sample = 17.20 
" Clinically Significant Change = 17.20-2 x 5.99 = 5.22 

For the GAD-7; 

" Pre-treatment SD in sample (N=256) = 5.30 
" GAD7 r=0.92 (Spitzer et al., 2006) 
" Therefore SEdifference = 2.12 
" Reliable Change cutoff = 1.96 x 2.12 = 4.16 
" Pre-treatment Mean in sample = 14.48 
" Clinically Significant Change =14.48 -2x5.30 = 3.88 
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Method 2: Recovery,, Remission and Improvement. 

Given that calculating RCSC in this way has its limitations, outcomes have also been 

calculated using the methods employed on an earlier data set from the Doncaster IAPT pilot 

side (Richards & Suckling, 2009). That is calculating the percentage of people who; have 

improved (i. e. achieved a moderate or large effect size, pre- to post treatment), recovered 

(i. e. the number of people who reduce their symptoms by hall) and remission which by 

these authors is defined as the number of people who are classed as non clinical on the 

PHQ-9 (a score greater than or equal to 10) and GAD-7 (a score greater than or equal to 8) 

at their last recorded score. 

Improvement is calculated using: 

(First Score - Last Score)/SDp. st treatment 

For the PHQ-9 the Post Treatment SD for the whole sample (N=256) used was 7.05, for the 

GAD-7 it was 6.52. 
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Appendix 10: Descriptive data and comparison between whole sample of LIPI cases 

(with full data) and the random sample used in this study. 

This table illustrates that the sample of LIPI used in the analyses in study 1 did not differ 

from the overall sample of people who had full data a received LIPI only. 

Table 15: Comparing Random Sample with Whole Sample of LIPI Cases Only. 

All LIPI Sample 
N=1562 N=130 

- Mean PHQ-9 at 16.2 (6.0) 16.7(6.6) 6.7 (6.0) t(1690) = -1.032, 
assessment (SD) = 0.302 
Mean GAD-7 at 14.0 (5.0) 13.5 (5.3) t (1690) = 1.143, 
assessment (SD) = 0.253 

Mean Age in years (SD) 39.6 (13.2) 38.9 (13.0) t (1690) = 0.521, 
=0.603 

Median Duration of 9.25 10.33 
illness (months) 

Mean Duration of illness 31.3(59.8) 31.8(55.4) 
(SD) 

Mean Transformed* 1.06 (0.6) 1.08 (0.6) t(1690) = -0.236, p 
Duration of illness (SD) = 0.813 

Gender N (%) x, 2 (1) = 0.328, p= 
Male 519 (33%) 40(31%) 0.567 

Female 1043(67%) 90(69%) 
Primary problem N (%) x2 (2) = 0.534, p= 

Depression 114 (91%) 9 (7%) 0.766 
Anxiety 128 (8%) 120(92%) 

Other 20(1%) 1 (1%) 
Ethnicity Statistical 

White 158 (99.6%) 129 (100%) assumption of 
Non-white 6(0.4%) 0(0) expected count >5 

violated 
Employment x2 (4) = 0.729, p= 

Full/part-time work 864 (55%) 68 (52%) 0.948 
Student 40(3%) 4 (3%) 
Retired 87 (6%) 7 (5%) 

Homemaker 175 (11%) 17 (13%) 
Unemployed 396(25%) 34(26%)l 

Mean No. Sessions (SD) 4.0 (3.1) 3.8 (4.0) t(1690)= 0.68 1, p 
= 0.496 

*Log (Duration + 1) transformation due to positively skewed OIsmounon 
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Appendix 11: Reliable and Clinically Significant Improvement Calculation for 

Stepped-up group only. 

These calculations demonstrate the figures that were used to determine RCSC in the total 

number of people stepped-up in this service. 

For the PHQ-9; 

" Pre-treatment SD in sample (N=98) = 5.93 
"r=0.89 (Kroenke et al., 2001) 
" Therefore SEd; trere�ce = 2.78 
" Reliable Change cutoff = 1.96 x 2.78= 5.45 
" Pre-treatment Mean in sample = 17.17 
" Clinically Significant Change = 17.17-2 x 5.93 = 5.31 

For the GAD-7; 

" Pre-treatment SD in sample (N=98) = 5.01 
" GAD7 r=0.92 (Spitzer et al. 2006) 
" Therefore SEdiierence = 2.004 
" Reliable Change cutoff = 1.96 x 2.004 = 3.92 
" Pre-treatment Mean in sample = 15.09 
" Clinically Significant Change =15.09 -2x5.01= 5.07 
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Appendix 12: Initial Flyer (sent to 100 people who had been stepped-up and completed 
or almost completed CBT). 

The 
University 
Of 
Sheffield. 

Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) - 
understandlrýq your experience of the service 

Could you help with this research? 
We are a group of researchers at the University of Sheffield We want to understand your 
experiences of the IAPT service, to help develop better services for people with anxiety or 
depression. We would like to meet you for about an hour of your time to ask you questions about it. 
You can say where and when to meet (or we can talk over the telephone if you prefer) and we will 
give you a £10 gift voucher to say thank you for your time. 

If you think you might like to do this. and would like to find out more about it then please complete 
the tear-off slip at the bottom of this piece of paper, and return it to us at the University of 
Sheffield in the envelope provided. You don't need a stamp. Until you do this nobody at Sheffield 
University knows who you are. 

You can also give us your contact details over the telephone, by contacting our administrator, Abby 
Constantine on Tel. 0114 222 0753 or email a. constantinef5sheffield. ac. uk . 

When we have heard from you, we will send you some further details about what is involved and 
one of our researchers will contact you to answer any questions you may have and make further 
arrangements. Any information you give will be treated in confidence. 

We look forward to hearing from you! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I am interested In finding out more about this research project and give permission for one of the 

University of Sheff ieid researchers to contact me about it. 

Names ............................................................... 

Address: ..................................................................... 

Telephone ............................. Email:................................. 

Best times to telephone me :....................................................... 
Please tear off and return this slip in the freepost envelope provided. 

You do not need a stamp. 

sand 3.1 flyer 
JVanion 2.: 13/1, '09 
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Appendix 13: Initial Letter (sent with flyer to 100 potential participants) 

[Trust Headed Paper] 

(Patient Name and Address) 

DATE 

Dear [Patient Name] 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to take part in a research project, and to 
introduce the researchers. A team from the University of Sheffield is trying to understand 
patients' experiences of the IAPT service. They would like to contact people who have 
been through the service, such as you, to ask if they would be willing to talk about their 
experience of and their views on what they have received. 

If you think you might be interested in taking part, the enclosed flyer asks for your contact 
details. We won't pass on any information about you to the University of Sheffield, so they 
won't know who you are unless you decide you want to be contacted. 

If you do decide to take part, it would involve you meeting with one of the researchers and 
talking with them about what has been helpful and unhelpful in the care you have received. 
Anything you say to them would remain entirely confidential, and you would not be 
personally identifiable in the results of the research or any publications. 

To find out more you need to fill out the tear-off section of the flyer and return it to the 
University of Sheffield in the envelope provided. There is a small possibility that you may 
have received this letter more than once. If this is the case we sincerely apologise. 

While you will not benefit yourself from taking part, the information obtained through this 
research should help the NHS to develop better services for anxiety and depression. 
However, you do not have to take part. The decision is entirely yours, and if you decide not 
to take part this will not affect any current care you are receiving or any future care. 

Yours sincerely 

[CBT therapist signature) 

(CB Therapist Name and title) 
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Appendix 14: Information Pack and Consent Forms (Sent to all those who 
expressed interest in the project) 

School of The 
University Health & 
Of Related 
Sheffield. Research. 

ýota. ýawor r., ý 
ImproMf(ATrfl 10 hychoWm Thera ies Project 

Neo1*{ Hadth BeMloc 
ß«enl Cour$ 30 A+gcpt OL -w$ 
sluwFIR1. n 

16 "Ma}, 2007 TdophamzOU42220617 
Version 3.1 Ems, 

lgnDrovln[ scows to cwycbolopl therwlg, 

This letter explains more about the research we have asked it you are wiping to take part 
in. Please take time to read the following information carofutly. Talk to others about the 
study ityou wish. 

What Is the purpose of the fnteMewP 
We are researching the kinds of services people receive for anxiety and depression. The 
purpose of the interview is to hear shout your experiences of the services you have 
received. 

Why have I been Invited and do I have to take partP 
We have selected people to represent the range of people who have used the lAPTseMca 
You do not have to take part In the Interview. and Ifyou do not with to do so slmpt r ignore 
this letter. 

What will happen to me it t take part, and what will I have to doP 
We will meet with you for about an hour to ask you about your experience of services (or 
lack of services) for anxieý and depression. We will ask you about what services you have 
received (It any) and what was helpful and unhelpful about them. We will make a recording 
of the Interview and transcribe it later so that we can carefully read what you have said. We 
Will ask for your permission to use the information you have provided to the L&PT service. 

We will arrange to meet you at one of the IAPT interview rooms that Is convenient for you. 
if this is not possible we may arran$a to meet you at your horn. Asa thank you for taking 
the time to take part In the tnterwºew, we will send you a £10 voucher after the Interview, 

What are the possible benef ts, disadvantages and risks of taking partP 
It is possible that some people might And talking about their experiences distressing, If this 
happens to you. please tell the interviewer who will stop the intewlew until you can carry 
on, 
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it Is unlikety that the study will help you directty. though some people may find It helpful to 
talk about their expel lences We certainly hope that the overall results will help improve 
services for anxiety and depression. 

What if there Is a probbmP 
if you have any problem then please contact the research project manager who Is Or Kim 
Dent-&o". phone 0114 222 0867. His address Is. University of Sheffield, Regent Court 30 
Regent Street SHEFFIELD $1 40A. 
Email: 

Wilt my taking part In the study be kept confldentlalP 
Yes. We will follow ethical and legsd practice and alt information about you will be handled 
In confidence. Your name will not appear in any published material from this research, and 
you will not be Identifiable In any way. The only exception to this would be if the Interview 
led you to disclose Information which you then decided to make the subject of a formal 
complaint 

What will happen if I don't want to carry on with the studyP 
If you decide that you do not want to continua you can withdraw at anytime, Umass you 
tell us otherwise, we will keep and use any Information you have given us up to that point. 

What will happen to the information I giveP 
Information from the Interviews will be typed up at the University of Sheffield. Your name 
and any Identifying details such as address or date of birth will NOT be kept with these 
files. The files we gather will be analysed at the University to try to understand what is 
most helpful In dealing with anxiety and depression. The person responsible for safe 
storage of recordings and transcripts (the Data Custodian) Is Dave SaxorL University of 
Sheffield. Regent Court. SO Regent Street. SHEFFIELD Si 4DA. We will keep the Information 
from the Interviews for ten years. after which time It will be destroyed. We may consult 
them for future studies or allow access to other researchers, but It we do this you will 
remain anonymous. 

The only people who will be able to link your Information with your Identity VA Q be 
authorised persons such as the researchers and regulatory authorities at the University or 
NHS audit departments (for monitoring of the quality of the research). All will have a duty 
of confidentiality to you as a research participant and we will do our best to meet this duty. 

What will happen to the results of the research studvP 

We will publish some written results and present these at pubSo meetings. Details of these 
will be avaltable at the webslte at www. shef ieklac. uk/fapt and from Dr Kim Dent Brown If 
you require a paper copy. We will also publish outline results from the research on our 
website which we encourage you to visit at any time. 

Who Is organising and funding the researchP 
The research is sponsored by the University of Sheffield who are responsible for seeing 
that It is carried out according to the regulations for NHS research. The research Is funded 
by the NHS Service Delivery and Organisation (500) Research and Development 
Programme. 
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Who has reviewed the etudyP 
M research In the NHS Is looked at by Independent group of people. called a Research 
Ethics Committee to protect your safety, rights. wellbeing and dignity. This study has been 
reviewed and given favourable opinion by the Leeds (West) Research Ethics Committee. 
reference number 07/Q1205�54. 

What do I do nextP 
If you would be wiping to take part, please sign the enclosed consent forms and the contact 
Information form and return these to us in the addressed envelope provided (no stamp 
needed). 

Kyou would Ike further Information please contact me at the address at the head of this 
letter, or email me at g. d. parryQNhelfield. ac uk. 

Vows sincerely. 

PROFESSOR GLENYS PARRY 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
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School of The Health & University Related Of 
Sheffield. Research. 

CONTACT DETAILS 
Please let us have your contact details so that we can get In touch with you to wra nge a suable 

ace and firne to meal with rau. 
Name 

Postal Aitk 

Portoode 
Telephone Mobile 

ine Phone 
Preferred Contact 
Hours for Te 
Email Address 

Which mathod would you prolor us to try first lo letter Text message Email 
Contact you? (Please clrcie one) Lanoline phone call M Avle phone call 
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School of The 
U Health & 410 

Related 
8haffieldL Research. 

P roG+uor Manns P ny l proving Aooeur to Pbymholcgleal Therapies project 
Mental Health Beesiam. Rrat Cowl.. 30 & Vent ttnwt. A11RT D b7 IDA 

PartIoIpant Identlfieiion Number for this research: 

CONSENT FORM 

Title of Project: Improving access to psychological t espies 
Name of Rewerrhor: Professor Oienys parry 

Ptme. Miitid boa 
tI cont nn that I have road and understand the information sheet dated IB May 
2007 (version S. 1) for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider the 
inforvnation, ask questions and have had these anwvared satisfactori . 

21 understand that my participation Is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 
any time without giving any reason. 

SI understand that the researchers will be looking at my medical notes (wetten 
and electronic) and I on my permission for this. 

4.1 understand that rolev. rd sections of the data collected during the study, may 
be looked at by Individuate from regulatory authorities at the LAnharsit r. I give 
permission for thaw Individuals to have access to Interview data. 

5.1 understand that the interview I undertake will be audio recorded and 
transcribed, and that portions of the Interview may be published In a manner that 
will not Idet" mein any wey, 

8.1 agree to take part In the above study. 

pqkkfl of PKtldpent Data ft nature 

Name of Porson Date 54naturs 
taking consent 

IAlw compWtbd, I for pvtktm4 I ºrormd*' Me r4a 1(orOOnd) to be kmp1 In wnelnl wobo 

$trend 3 Coirealtlam%wr. w ll do4od 6'Mq 2W7 
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Appendix 15: Interview Template 

Initial impressions of the IAPT service 

O How did your journey through the IAPT service begin? 

o Could you remember what you understood about this process at the time? 
(prompts: what were your original thoughts about this, how did this feel at the 

time, what do you think and feel about it now) 

Case mana eg ment 

o Could you tell me about your experience of case management? 

0 Could you tell me about the relationship you had with your case manager? 
(prompts: can you give me an example? What were your thoughts/feelings/ideas 

about this at the time what are they now? ) 

0 Could you explain to me any changes you noticed in yourself/your roles and 

responsibilities? 
(prompts: can you give me an example? what were your ideas about why these 

changes were/were not happening? What are your thoughts/feelings/ideas about 

this now? ) 

Stepping-up 

0 Would you be able to tell me about the part of your journey where you were 

stepped up to CBT? 

(prompts: how did this come about? ) 

0 What did this mean to you at the time? 

(prompts: What do you remember think/feel about this? ) 

O How do you think about it now 
(prompts: What do you thinklfeel about this now? ) 

0 If there has been a changes, what are your ideas about why this has changed? 

CBT 

0 Could you tell me about your experience of CBT? 
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0 Could you tell me about the relationship you hadihave with your CBT therapist? 

(prompts: can you give me an example? What were your thoughts/feelings/ideas 

about this at the time what are they now? ) 

0 Could you explain to me any changes you noticed in yourself/your roles and 

responsibilities? 
(prompts: can you give me an example? what were your ideas about why these 

changes were/were not happening? What are your thoughts/feelings/ideas about 

this now? ) 

Other issues 

0 Are there any concerns that you had about work or other aspects of your life that 

the service has/has not been able to help you with? 

O Is there anything that you think is important to tell me that you haven't told 

me/topics I have not covered? 
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From the preceding creative process a Table of master themes was created which illustrates the 

clustered themes, examples of key words and quotes along with line numbers providing evidence 

for the themes. 

Table 17: Table of emergent themes from the whole of Duncan's transcript. 

Theme clusters Key words Line numbers 
Therapist factors/alliance 

Caring LIW "didn't seem to be a lot of caring" "rather than 22,158,198,200 
a caring thing it's more a clerical thing" same if 

F2F? "no caring part to it" 
CBT" ood communication" "warm" 

Shared understanding "why you 're doing it" vs. "just give you the 
" 114,176,180 

options 
"he could see.. " 

Perceived competence more trained" (CI31) 
' 

106'176 
"only trained to tell you what to do. Presumably he s 

trained to put things into your head" "knows what 
they're talking about" "knew what he was doing" 

Telephone as a barrier to relationship "you can say anything over the phone" "could've 
" ' 

36 

- Perceived shared 
t lie to him pretended" vs "you can 38,162,164,166, 

understanding 178 

- Perceived attentiveness 
"looking anywhere" "were they really listening" 50,40,158,159 

"going through the motions" 

Client Centeredness/collaboration "you have to.. " (LIW) 114,204 
Client awareness of service aims and "they wouldn't be able to fit everybody in" "hadn't 38,66,168,182 

constraints 
got enough time" "it's all about finance" "get people 

" "" "" a conveyor belt targets back to work 
Preference, choice, power "not given the choice" 16 18 24,182,204 

Rigidity of intervention "clip-boardy" "clinical" "clerical" 22,120 

Experience of change 
Internal changes "putting things in your head" "more relaxed" "more 

" 
50,106,132,148 

confidence 
External changes 134,136,148 

Pressure for change "and by a certain amount of time.. scores should have 
" 

24 
comedown 

Loss "1 can't go back to how I was" 148 

Sense of stepping-up 
Service defined/hoop "only a certain amount of time" 82 

Determined by lack of improvement "weren't getting anywhere" "the scores aren't going 24,84,96,186,190 
down" "not going to be able to deal with you" 

'Non-collaborative decision "they think" "they discuss you" "they'll send you 84,186,188 
somewhere else" 

Emotional Experience of Stepping- 
up 

Relief, happiness "relief' "happy" 94,192 
Powerless "you have to go through these processes" (and see 90 

non collaborative 
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When this process had been conducted for all interviews the analysis moved to looking across the 

11 cases. This involved looking at all 11 tables of master themes and drawing out common themes, 

going back and forth between this stage and the interview transcripts until a final list of themes 

emerged. These are the themes shown in Figure 5 and discussed in the results section in more detail. 
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